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Abstract
The imaging performance of clinical positron emission tomography (PET) systems has evolved
impressively during the last∼15 years. Amain driver of these improvements has been the introduction
of time-of-flight (TOF) detectors with high spatial resolution and detection efficiency, initially based
on photomultiplier tubes, later silicon photomultipliers. This review aims to offer insight into the
challenges encountered, solutions developed, and lessons learned during this period. Detectors based
on fast, bright, inorganic scintillators form the scope of this work, as these are used in essentially all
clinical TOF-PET systems today. The improvement of the coincidence resolving time (CRT) requires
the optimization of the entire detection chain and a sound understanding of the physics involved
facilitates this effort greatly. Therefore, the theory of scintillation detector timing is reviewed first.
Once the fundamentals have been set forth, the principal detector components are discussed: the
scintillator and the photosensor. The parameters that influence theCRT are examined and the history,
state-of-the-art, and ongoing developments are reviewed. Finally, the interplay between these
components and the optimization of the overall detector design are considered. Based on the
knowledge gained to date, it appears feasible to improve theCRT from the values of 200–400 ps
achieved by current state-of-the-art TOF-PET systems to about 100 ps or less, even though thismay
require the implementation of advancedmethods such as time resolution recovery. At the same time,
it appears unlikely that a system-level CRT in the order of∼10 ps can be reachedwith conventional
scintillation detectors. Such aCRT could eliminate the need for conventional tomographic image
reconstruction and a search for new approaches to timestamp annihilation photonswith ultra-high
precision is therefore warranted.While the focus of this review is on timing performance, it attempts
to approach the topic from a clinically driven perspective, i.e. bearing inmind that the ultimate goal is
to optimize the value of PET in research and (personalized)medicine.

Selected abbreviations and symbols

BSR Backside readout

Cd Diode capacitance

CFD Constant-fraction discriminator

CRLB Cramér–Rao lower bound

CRT Coincidence resolving time

Cq
Parallel capacitance of quench resistor

DCR Dark count rate

DOI Depth of interaction

dSiPM Digital silicon photomultiplier

DSR Dual-sided readout
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FOV Field of view

IID Independent and identically distributed

IRF Instrument response function

LED Leading-edge discriminator

MCP Microchannel plate

MLITE Maximum-likelihood interaction-time estimation

Na Number of photons arriving at photosensor

Nd Number of detected photons

Ne Number of emitted photons

Nf Equivalent number of fired SPADs

Npt
Number of primary triggers

Nspads
Number of SPADs in a SiPM

OTE Optical transfer efficiency

OTTS Optical transfer time spread

( )p tta
Photosensor illumination function

( )p ttct
Probability of triggering a crosstalk pulse

( )p ttd
Detected photon distribution

( )p tte
Photon emission function

( )p ttot
Optical transfer time distribution

( )p ttpd
Single-photon timing spectrum (SPTS)

( )p ttpt

Primary trigger distribution

( )p tttrans
Transfer time distribution of information carriers

PDE Photodetection efficiency

PMT Photomultiplier tube

QE Quantum efficiency

Rd Internal resistance of diode space-charge region

Rin Input resistance of readout circuit

Rq
Resistance of quench resistor

lR Refractive index at wavelength l

SER Single-photoelectron response

SiPM Silicon photomultiplier

SPAD Single-photon avalanche diode

SPS Single-photon signal

SPTR Single-photon time resolution

SPTS Single-photon timing spectrum

SSR Single-SPAD response of SiPM

TDC Time-to-digital converter

TRR Time resolution recovery

TTS Transit time spread

( )v tsps
SiPM single-photon signal

( )v tssr SiPM single-SPAD response

( )Sv t SiPMoutput signal

Vob Voltage over breakdown

x Position of interaction

Y Scintillator light yield
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Zeff Effective atomic number

Dt Coincidence resolving time (CRT)

hdet
Detection efficiency of single detector

hgeom
System geometrical efficiency

hot
Optical transfer efficiency (OTE)

hpd
Photon detection efficiency (PDE)

r Mass density

st Timing uncertainty of single detector

td SSR rise-time constant

tdecay
Scintillation decay time

tp1
SiPM recharge-time constant (SSR slow component)

tp2
Time constant of SSR fast component

trise Scintillation rise time

Q Time of interaction

1. Introduction

In vivomolecular imaging, a discipline at the intersection ofmolecular biology andmedical imaging, has
emerged rapidly since the early twenty-first century. It uses biomarkers to probemolecular targets or pathways
in living organismswithout perturbing them. Essential properties ofmolecular imagingmodalities are the
ability to image these biomarkers three- or four-dimensionally (i.e. time-resolved), quantitatively, with high
spatial resolution, highmolecular sensitivity, and high specificity. Several techniques are available for the
detection and imaging of specific biomarkers in vivo, eachwith their own characteristics (James and
Gambhir 2012). Positron emission tomography (PET) is amodality that images biomarkers radiolabeledwith
isotopes that decay through positron emission. It has remarkable sensitivity, being able to detect femto- to
nanomolar tracer concentrations. Clinical PETdevices commonly have aCT orMRI system integrated for
anatomical reference (Townsend 2008). Such systems are widely used in clinical practice aswell as research, in
fields such as oncology, neurology, and cardiology.

The positrons emitted by PET radiotracers almost immediately annihilate with electrons in the human body,
resulting in the back-to-back emission of pairs of 511 keV annihilation photons. A PET scanner essentially
consist of a ring of scintillation detectors, as indicated schematically infigure 1. Each detector contains an array
of scintillation crystals. The crystal pitch is in the order of a fewmmand determines the system spatial
resolution, while the thickness of the crystal layermust be a few cm to ensure high detection efficiency.Multiple
detector rings are stacked coaxially to obtain a cylindrical detector geometrywith high angular coverage of the
field-of-view (FOV).When a crystal absorbs an annihilation photon, it converts its energy into a smallflash of
light, typically containing in the order of∼104 visible and/or ultraviolet photons. The duration of this
scintillation pulse typically is in the order of 101–102 ns. Photosensors coupled to the backside of the crystals
convert these tinyflashes of light into electronic signals.When two gammaquanta of the correct energy are
detected in coincidence, i.e. within a timewindowof a few ns, it is assumed that the annihilation has occurred on
the line connecting the twofired crystals, the so-called line-of-response (LOR). The event is called a ‘true’
coincidence if the two photons are indeed the result of the same annihilation event (figure 1). After collecting a
large number (107–108) of LORs, one can reconstruct a tomographic image of the biomarker distributionwithin
the subject (Defrise andGullberg 2006,Qi and Leahy 2006).

PET image quality is affected by various sources of error (Cherry 2006, Lewellen 2008, Peng and Levin 2010).
For example, the system intrinsic spatial resolution is determined by the finite range of the positrons (typically
<1 mm), the accolinearity of the annihilation quanta (<0.5°), thefinite crystal pitch (typically<5 mm), and
parallax effects in case the depth of interaction (DOI) in the crystal is unknown and the annihilation occurs off-
center (such as the true event in figure 1). The image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is determined for a large part by
counting statistics and, consequently, is limited by the radiotracer dose, the scan time, and the system sensitivity.
Thefirst two factors should be kept as small as possible, so it is imperative tomaximize sensitivity.

In addition to counting statistics, the image SNR is affected by so-called ‘randoms,’ i.e. coincidences that do
not originate from the same annihilation event, and ‘scatters,’ i.e. events inwhich at least one of the annihilation
photons has scatteredwithin the patient before being detected (figure 1). Clinical PET images are commonly
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corrected for randoms and scatters, but the statistical fluctuations in these contributions nevertheless worsen the
image SNR. In fact, also the reconstructed spatial resolution of clinical PET images is often limited by the SNR
rather than the system intrinsic spatial resolution. Thus, the importance of high sensitivity is hard to
overestimate.

Details on the history, principles of operation, and technological development of PET can be found in several
reviews, e.g. (Budinger 1998,Humm et al 2003, Cherry 2006,Muehllehner andKarp 2006). This particular
selection of papers waswritten before time-of-flight (TOF)PETbecamewidely used in clinical practice.
Nevertheless, TOF-PETwas already recognized as a promising innovation at the time.

1.1. TOF-PET
Figure 2 shows the principle of TOF-PET. The position of annihilation along the LOR is estimated based on the
difference between the times of interaction of the annihilation quantawithin the detector ring. The position
uncertainty equals /D = Dx c t 2, where c is the speed of light in vacuum andDt the coincidence resolving time
(CRT). TheCRT characterizes the capability of a pair of detectors to resolve the difference in the times of
interaction of two gammaquanta detected in coincidence. It is commonly quantified as the full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the spectrumof time differencesmeasured for a large number of coincidences. Currently
available TOF-PET scanners have coincidence resolving times of several hundred ps FWHM (averaged over the
entire system). This is still insufficient to assign the annihilation event directly to a single image voxel.
Nevertheless, the available TOF information can be used to limit the number of voxels towhich activity is

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a PET ring consisting of 16 detectormodules. Also indicated are three types of coincident event:
true, random, and scattered. See text for detailed explanation. Reproducedwith permission fromSeifert (2012).

Figure 2.Principle of time-of-flight PET imaging; see text for explanation. Reproducedwith permission fromPhilips andAndreas
Thon.
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attributed during image reconstruction. This improves the quality of the resulting image in variousways, as
discussed further in the following.

TOF-PET has rapidly become the clinical standard after a number ofmanufacturers released theirfirst TOF-
PET systems during the second half of the 2000s (Surti et al 2007, Bettinardi et al 2011, Jakoby et al 2011). CRT
values have improved considerably, from about 500 - 700 ps FWHMfor those scanners, to about 200–300 ps
FWHMfor the fastestmachines available at the time ofwriting (Rausch et al 2019, van Sluis et al 2019). The
beneficial effect of TOF-reconstruction onPET image quality is well established (Karp et al 2008,
Conti 2009, 2011, Surti 2015, Surti andKarp 2016, Vandenberghe et al 2016, Berg andCherry 2018a, Schaart
et al 2020a).While it is not straightforward to quantify this benefit using a single number, it is generally agreed
that the SNR improvement is proportional to:

( )
‐

µ
D
D

t

SNR

SNR
, 1TOF

non TOF

with D the diameter of the imaged subject.
Thus, TOF is said to increase the effective sensitivity (the amount of information acquired per Bq s) of a PET

scanner by a factor proportional to /DD t , which not only improves the SNRbut also translates into better
reconstructed resolution, contrast recovery, lesion detectability, and quantitative accuracy. TOF furthermore
reduces patient-size dependence andmakes it possible to reduce the administered radiotracer dose or scan time.
Moreover, iterative image reconstruction converges faster and becomesmore robust against inconsistent,
incomplete, and/or incorrect data. As a consequence, TOF facilitates new approaches in image reconstruction,
such as the joint estimation of emission and attenuation (Berker and Li 2016), utilizing the spatial information
still carried by scatters (Conti et al 2012,Hemmati et al 2017), or reducing limited-angle artefacts in partial-ring
and non-cylindrical systems, e.g. for particle therapy treatment verification or organ-specific imaging (Crespo
et al 2007, Surti andKarp 2008, Parodi 2012, Lopes et al 2016, Gonzalez et al 2018, Yoshida et al 2020). Finally,
the excellent imaging performance of current TOF-PET systems is opening up new clinical possibilities, in
particular low-count applications such as immunoPET, theragnostics, imaging of 90Y radionuclide therapy,
pediatric imaging, and screening of patients at risk (Conti andBendriem 2019).

1.2. TOF-PETdetectors
The detector performance is the primary factor determining the image quality of a TOF-PET scanner.However,
detector developers are facedwith a large number of requirements thatmust bemet. The spatial resolving power
of the detector is important as it determines the system resolution. The detectormust be able tomeasure the
energy of the absorbed annihilation quanta to distinguish trues from scatters. High detection efficiency is
paramount to assure sufficient image contrast. This also implies that the dead space between crystalsmust be
kept as small as possible. Excellent detector time resolution is required as it determines theCRT at system level.
In case the detectors are integratedwithMRI equipment, the detector should be insensitive tomagnetic fields
and contain nomagnetic components. The cost of fabrication, operation, andmaintenance should be kept
within certain limits and the detector performance should be stable in time.Other practical requirements
includemechanical robustness, scalability, and lowpower consumption. Some of these requirementsmay be in
conflict which each other and trade-offsmay need to bemade. For example, a design that offers excellent spatial
resolutionmay not necessarily provide good time resolution.

The particular importance of PET system sensitivity has already been emphasized. In clinical practice, both
the resolution and the contrast of PET images are often limited by a lack of counts, so an improvement of the
detector spatial resolution ismeaningful only if the (effective) sensitivity is improved as well (Phelps et al 1982).
TOF improves the effective sensitivity in accordancewith equation (1), but this gain applies only to the
coincidences actually detected. Tomake rational trade-offs in TOF-PETdetector design, onemight define a
simplefigure ofmerit (FOM):

( )h
h

=
D
D

t
FOM

$
, 2det det

2 geom

where hdet is the detection efficiency of the detectors for 511 keV photons, hgeom represents the system
geometrical efficiency (solid angle subtended by the PET rings), and $ the total cost of the detectors. Thus,
FOMdet can be seen as afirst-order estimate of the effective system sensitivity per unit cost. Note that hdet is
found squared in this equation because of the requirement to detect both of a pair of annihilation photons to
form a LOR.

Equation (2) ignores the influence of spatial resolution, energy resolution, dead time, inter-crystal scatter,
etc, on the quality of the reconstructed image.More detailedmodels, for example based onMonte Carlo
simulation,may thus be necessary tomake better informed trade-offs in the design of TOF-PET scanners (Jan
et al 2004). Nevertheless, FOMdet is a useful FOMwithin the scope of this review, as it offers a simplemeans to
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put the improvement of timing performance into perspective (Schaart et al 2020a). For example, onemayweigh
the use ofmore expensive detector components against the possibility to increase hgeom by addingmore

detectors. As a second example, the term hdet
2 makes that little gain is to be expectedwhen detection efficiency is

traded for timing performance. Aswewell see later, this is a pitfall easily encountered in TOF-PETdetector
research.

This review aims to offer insight into the challenges encountered, solutions developed, and lessons learned in
the development of TOF-PETdetectors, with emphasis on the advancesmade in the last∼15 years. The theory
of scintillation detector timing is discussed first (chapter 2). The concepts and parameters defined in this chapter
form the foundation for the remainder of the paper. Next, the recent developments with respect to the two
principal components of a TOF-PETdetector are reviewed: the scintillator (chapter 3) and the photosensor
(chapter 4). Finally, the interplay between these components and the optimization of the overall detector design
are discussed in chapter 5. Aspects of importance to the (electronic) optimization and processing of timing
signals are addressed throughout this work.

The scope of this review primarily includes detectors based on fast, bright, inorganic scintillators, since these
are used in essentially all TOF-PET systems in clinical use at the time of writing.While the focus is on the
improvement of timing performance, an attempt ismade to cover this subject from a clinically-driven
perspective. That is,many hardware and software aspects determine the value of PET as a tool for research and
(personalized)medicine and theCRT is just one parameter that can help to improve it. The best TOF-PET
system is awell-balanced system, inwhich all factors of importance, including those summarized at the
beginning of this section, are properly taken into account.

A large amount of literature is available on the topics discussed in this work, therefore full coverage is not
attempted. Rather, representative examples are selected that illustrate themain achievements to date. Apologies
are offered in advance to the authors of any relevant works thatmay have been overlooked in the process.

2. Fundamentals of scintillation detector time resolution

In principle, all of the components of the signal acquisition and processing chain affect the TOFperformance of
a PET system, including the scintillation detectors, readout electronics, digitization circuits, and signal
processingmethods. Nevertheless, the CRTof state-of-the-art TOF-PET scanners is primarily limited by the
timing performance of the detectors, which contain scintillation crystals and photosensors as theirmain
components. Consequently, this chapter focuses on the fundamentals of scintillation detector time resolution. A
number of elementary concepts are introduced that will be used throughout the remainder of the paper. It is
assumed that the scintillator is coupled to a light sensor with single-photon detection capability, as is the case in
clinical TOF-PET scanners.

In any PET detector inwhich the energy of the annihilation quantum is converted into a luminescent signal,
the stochastic nature of the physical processes governing the emission, transfer, and detection of the optical
photonsmake that the optimization of time resolution is, in essence, a statistical problem. As illustrated in
figure 3, the interaction of an annihilation photon at timeQ and position


x results in the emission of a discrete

number Ne of optical photons, at random times t t t t, ,..., ,...,n Ne,1 e,2 e, e, e
and in randomdirections

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆv v v v, ,..., ,...,n Ne,1 e,2 e, e, e
from the point


x , where v̂ ne, are unit vectors. In the case of a scintillator, for example, Ne is

non-Poisson-distributed around amean value N̄ ,e the emission is isotropic, and the times te n, may be considered
statistically independent and identically distributed (IID) in time according to a probability density function
(PDF) ( ∣ )Qp t ,te

whichwewill call the emission function. Formany scintillators, the emission function can be
described as a convolution of two exponential functions representing the energy transfer to the luminescence
centers and their radiative decay, respectively:

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤

⎦
⎥

( ∣ ) ( )
t t t t

Q =

< Q

-
-

- Q
- -

- Q
Qp t

t

t t
t

0

1
exp exp

3t

decay rise decay rise

e

with trise and tdecay the scintillation rise- and decay-time constants, respectively.
The velocities of the optical photonsmay be considered equal and constant, at least infirst-order

approximation. That is, /= lv c R ,n em
with c the speed of light in vacuumand lR

em
the refractive index of the

luminescentmaterial at the emissionwavelength l .em On the other hand, the path lengths ln between

x and the

points at which the photons are absorbed by the light sensormay vary significantly (figure 3).Moreover, photons
may escape and/or be absorbed (and, potentially, re-emitted)within the luminescentmaterial, reflectors,
coupling compounds, light guides, and/or dead regions of the light sensor. These optical processes give rise to
statisticalfluctuation of (1) the number of photons Na arriving at the photosensitive region per event and (2) the
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distribution of the times t t t t, ,..., ,...,n Na,1 a,2 a, a, a
at which these photons arrive. The expectation value of Na equals

¯ ¯h=N N ,a ot e with hot the optical transfer efficiency (OTE). The distribution in time of t na, may be described using a
PDF ( ∣ )Qp t ,ta

whichwewill call the photosensor illumination function. This function equals the convolution of

( ∣ )Qp tte
andwhatwewill call the optical transfer time distribution, ( )p t ,tot

which governs the optical transfer
times = -t t tn n not, a, e, of the individual photons to the photosensor:

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )òQ = - ¢ Q ¢ ¢
-¥

¥
p t p t t p t dt . 4t t ta e ot

The FWHMof ( )p ttot
will be called the optical transfer time spread (OTTS) and can be seen as ameasure of the

loss of time information due to the kinetics of optical transfer.
Additional deterioration of time information occurswithin the light sensor and the associated readout

electronics. First, only a fraction hpd of the photons arriving at the photosensitive region is detected (i.e. gives rise
to an electrical signal). The parameter hpd is called the photodetection efficiency (PDE). Second, if the light sensor
is illuminatedwith single photons, the delay between the t na, and the times t nd, at which the photons are
electronically detected shows some variation fromphoton to photon. The single-photon timing spectrum (SPTS),
whichwill bewritten as ( )p t ,tpd

describes the distribution of these photon detection delays = -t t t .n n npd, d, a,

The FWHMof ( )p ttpd
is called the single-photon time resolution (SPTR) or, in the specific case of a vacuum

photomultiplier tube (PMT), the transit time spread (TTS).
Finally, the CRT is affected by the efficiency of themethod used to estimate the time of interactionQ.The

available time information is carried by the Nd photons actually detected, Nd having an expected value
¯ ¯h=N N .d pd a In principle, themaximumamount of time information is available if the signal acquisition and

processing chain is capable of assigning a timestamp to each detected photon, resulting in a set of timestamps
{ }=T t t t t, ,..., ,...,n Nd d,1 d,2 d, d, d

randomly distributed in time according to the detected photon distribution:

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )òQ = - ¢ Q ¢ ¢
-¥

¥
p t p t t p t dt . 5t t td a pd

In practice, it is difficult tomeasure the full setT .d For example, the single-photoelectron response (SER) of a
PMT (i.e. the output pulse in response to a single detected photon)may be substantially longer than the
difference between the arrival times of consecutive scintillation photons. In that case,multiple single-
photoelectron pulses contribute to the signal amplitude at any time t , making it difficult to timestamp individual
photons. As amatter of fact,Q is often estimated usingmuch simplermethods, e.g. by feeding the detector
output signal into a leading-edge discriminator (LED) or a constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) (Knoll 2010).
Interestingly, wewillfind that such straightforward estimators can be quite efficient, sincemost of the time
information is contained in the early part of the light signal (section 2.4).

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the processes contributing to the uncertainty in the estimated time of interaction Q̂. See text for
explanation.
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2.1.Modeling time resolution:MonteCarlo approaches
Given the stochastic nature of the generation, transfer, and detection of the optical information carriers,Monte
Carlo simulation appears as an obvious approach formodeling the time resolution of scintillation detectors.
Indeed, time-resolvedMonte Carlo simulationswere applied to PMT/scintillator systems in the 1960s already
(Hyman et al 1964, Gatti and Svelto 1966). Theywere also used to better understand the physical effects that
limited the time resolution of the first TOF-PET research systems in the late 1980s (Tzanakos et al 1990, Ziegler
et al 1990).

A variety of TOF-PET scintillation detectors have been simulated in the last decade. These works illustrate
howMonte Carlo simulations can be used to obtain quantitative information about the influence on theCRTof,
for example, the generation and transfer of the optical quanta (Yang et al 2013,Derenzo et al 2014, Gundacker
et al 2014, Roncali et al 2014, Berg et al 2015, TerWeele et al 2015c), the choice of photosensor and optical
readout geometry (Liu et al 2009,Derenzo et al 2015, Gundacker et al 2015), the characteristics of the readout
electronics (Powolny et al 2011, Brekke et al 2012), and themethod used for time pick-off (Choong 2009,
Brunner et al 2013, Venialgo et al 2015).

In general, it appears less than trivial to reproduce experimental timing results in silico. Accuratemodeling of
the photon transport kinetics, for example, requires detailed information on the opticalmaterial properties
(Roncali et al 2017). Similarly, the (opto-)electronic characteristics of the light sensor and the readout electronics
are often simplified, which can easily lead to overly optimistic predictions regarding theCRT.Nevertheless,
carefully performedMonte Carlo simulations can help tomake informed decisions and trade-offs in detector
design.

2.2.Modeling time resolution: analytical approaches
TheMonteCarlomethod offers versatility, but is computationally expensive and provides results for a single
combination of input settings only. An analyticalmodel, on the other hand, provides amathematical
formulation of the performance over a wide range of working conditions.

Post and Schiff (1950) considered the limitations on the resolving time of a PMT-based scintillation detector
that arise from thefluctuations in the emission and detection of the scintillation photons, if the PMToutput
signal is fed into a time-pickoff circuit that generates a timestampwhen a given number of single-photoelectron
pulses has been accumulated. In terms of the parameters introduced at the beginning of this chapter, they
calculated the uncertainty in t nd, as a function of n.Approximations used in themodel are that ( ∣ )Qp tte

is a
single-exponential decay function (i.e. t = 0rise ), the transfer of scintillation photons to the photocathode is
instantaneous (i.e. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d=  =p t t p t p t ,t t tot a e

see equation (4)), the number of photoelectrons Nd follows
a Poisson distribution, and the photomultiplier TTS equals zero (i.e. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d=  =p t t p t p t ,t t tpd d a

see

equation (5)). Post and Schiff thus arrived at an asymptotic series expression for the variance of t :nd,

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠¯

( )
¯ ( )s

t
= +

+
+ ¼

n

N

n

N
1

2 1
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2 decay
2
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2

d
nd,

This result suggests that the time pickoff circuit should trigger on thefirst detected photon ( =n 1) to obtain
the best possible timing. InmodernTOF-PETdetectors, however, the best CRT is generally achieved at >n 1.
This is because equation (6) is valid only if the underlying assumptions aremet, in particular if the scintillator
rise time, theOTTS, and the photomultiplier TTS all are negligibly small compared to the expected time
difference between t nd, and +t ,nd, 1 for all n.This is not the case for the fast and bright scintillators used in current
PET systems, for which -+t tn nd, 1 d, is in the order of a few picoseconds around ~n 1.Thus, amore refined
timingmodel is needed to accurately predict the CRTofmodern TOF-PETdetectors.

Hyman et al (1964) andHyman (1965) developed amodel of scintillation detector time resolution inwhich
trise is taken into account, i.e. theymodeled ( )p tte

according to equation (3). They furthermore included the
photomultiplier SER, the TTS, and the gain dispersion r ,a which arises from statisticalfluctuations in the
multiplication process. Hyman et al assumed that Nd is Poisson-distributed and the SER andTTS can be
modeled as truncatedGaussian functions, while they considered optical transfer to be instantaneous (i.e.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d=  =p t t p t p t ,t t tot a e
see equation (4)). They considered differentmodes of electronic processing for

deriving a timestamp from aPMTanode pulse and presented their results using plots of what is nowadays called
theHyman function ( )t t s sH h, , , , ,rise decay SER TTS where sSER and sTTS are the standard deviations used to
model the SER and the TTS, respectively, while h is the trigger threshold as a fraction of the total pulse height.
The standard uncertainty in the estimate ofQ can then be described as:

( )
¯

( )s t t s s
t

= H h
r

N
, , , , . 7t rise decay SER TTS

a decay

d
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For t  0,rise H becomes proportional to / t1 .decay In otherwords, ¯/s tµ Nt decay d if the scintillator
has negligible rise time, as has been confirmed experimentally by e.g. (Szczȩśniak et al 2009).

Gatti and coworkers also developed a theory of time resolution in scintillation counters, analyzing the
statistical properties of the PMT in great detail (Gatti and Svelto 1964, 1966,Donati 1969,Donati et al 1970).
Furthermore, Donati et al (1970) investigated the influence of an approximationmade in their own theory as
well as in those of others, namely that the uncertainty in t nd, can be estimated as the uncertainty in the amplitude,
divided by the expected slope, of the photosensor output pulse at t .nd, This is valid in the absence of pulse shape
variation and if the slope is constant over a time period larger than the uncertainty in t .nd, These conditions are
asymptotically satisfiedwhen the expected number of photoelectrons N̄d is large. However, Donati et al (1970)
showed that the approximate calculation can be overly optimistic compared to the exact calculation at small
values of N̄ ,d whichmay e.g. be of importancewhenmodeling the time resolution achievable withweak (e.g.
Cherenkov) emissions.

All of the abovemodels ignore the transfer of scintillation light to the photocathode. In otherwords, they
predict the time resolution inwhat could be called the ‘infinitesimal-crystal approximation.’Cocchi andRota
(1967) analyzed how theOTTS affects the time resolution for cylindrical scintillators offinite dimensions. They
showed that ( )p ttot

cannot be neglected for crystal dimensions in the order of cmwhen interpreting the results of
timing experiments in the range of a few hundred picoseconds. Bengtson andMoszynski (1970) added this
contribution to theHymanmodel by folding ( )p tte

with ( )p ttot
as in equation (4), simplifying ( )p tte

to a single-
exponential decay function (t = 0rise ) and describing ( )p ttot

as aGaussian. They reported quantitative
agreement between the resultingmodel and experiments performedwith fast plastic scintillators. They
furthermore compared leading-edge triggering with constant-fraction discrimination, reporting that a CFD
provided better timing even if only events within a relatively narrow range (20%) of pulse heights were selected.

Itmay be evident that the timing properties of PMT-based scintillation detectors have beenwell understood
since the 1970s. Section 4.2 gives examples of how this knowledge can be utilized to improve PMTs for timing
purposes.

Unfortunately, PMT timing theory cannot be extrapolated straightforwardly to detectors based on solid-
state photosensors, such as silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs), as these sensors have fundamentally different
characteristics. Therefore, Seifert et al (2012c) developed and experimentally validated amore general, fully
probabilisticmodel of the time resolution of scintillation detectors, which can account for SiPM-specific
properties such as a highly asymmetric shape of the output pulse in response to single photons and the
occurrence of crosstalk, as well as electronic noise.Moreover, they used amore detailedmodel of the scintillator,
which allowsmultiple cascades of processes to contribute to the emission and takes into account the true (i.e.
non-Poissonian) variance of N .d

The Seifertmodel is discussed inmore detail in section 4.3.4. That section also describes the practical
implications of themodel for optimizing the timing properties of SiPM-based scintillation detectors. It is noted
that thismodel reduces to theHymanmodel in the special case that Nd is Poisson-distributed and crosstalk and
electronic noise are negligible; in otherwords, when the photosensor properties are assumed to correspond to
those of a PMT according toHyman.

2.3.Modeling time resolution: Cramér–Rao analysis
Section 2.2 covered analyticalmodels of increasing complexity, describing the different contributions to the
time resolution of scintillation detectors inmore andmore detail. State-of-the-art TOF-PET systems utilize
bright scintillators in combinationwith photodetectors with high internal gain and optimized readout
electronics. In such systems, the influence of noise and other electronic factors on theCRT isminimized and, as
a consequence, theCRT is primarily limited by photon counting statistics, as determined by the emission,
transfer, and detection of the scintillation photons.Moreover, all of themodels discussed in section 2.2were
derived on the basis of certain assumptionswith respect to the estimator used to derive a timestamp from the
detector signal. This raises the question if a CRTbetter than that predicted by themodel could be achievedwith a
different type of estimator.

In view of the above arguments, it appears useful to derive amodel that focuses on photon-counting statistics
and that quantifies the potential timing performance of a scintillation detector, independently of the estimator
used. Such amodel can be utilized, for example, to rationally optimize a hardware design and/or to calculate an
objective reference against which the performance of a timing algorithm can be compared. It furthermoremakes
sense to structure such amodel in accordance with the overall architecture of the data acquisition and readout
chain, which comprises an optical part and an optoelectronic part (figure 3). In terms of the parameters
introduced at the beginning of this chapter, the output of the optical part can be characterized by the probability
distribution of the number of photons Na arriving at the photosensor and the illumination function ( ∣ )Qp tta

defined in equation (4). The optoelectronic part, comprising the photosensor and the associated readout
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electronics, can be characterized by the PDE hpd and the SPTS ( )p t .tpd
We thus describe the timing branch of the

data acquisition and readout chain as a series of stochastic processes undergone by the individual carriers of time
information. This approach should allowus to build a statisticalmodel of time resolution. Ideally, the formalism
would accept any function or empirically derived histogram for each of the pertinent PDFs.

Seifert et al (2012b)used theCramér–Rao lower bound (CRLB) to arrive at such amodel. In its simplest
form, theCRLB equals theminimumvalue of the variance that any unbiased estimator Q̂ of a given parameterQ
can achieve on the basis of Nt independentmeasurements of a random variable t that is distributed according to
some PDF ( ∣ )Qf t :

[ ˆ ]
( )

( )Q
Q


N I

Var
1

, 8
t

where the so-called Fisher information ( )QI is given by:

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
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¶ Q

¶Q
I E

f tln
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2
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An estimator that achieves theCRLB is said to be (fully) efficient. For example, it can be shown that the
maximum likelihood (ML) estimator is asymptotically efficient, if an efficient estimator exists. That is, if Nt

independentmeasurements aremade for the same value of the unknown parameter, theML estimator achieves
theCRLB for  ¥Nt (Barrett andMyers 2004, 893 ff).

Under the assumption that the time information carried by all detected photons, i.e. the entire set of
timestamps { }=T t t t t, ,..., ,...,n Nd d,1 d,2 d, d, d

introduced at the beginning of this chapter, can be used to derive an

estimator Q̂ of the time of interactionQ, theCramér–Rao inequality takes the relatively simple form:

⎡
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where ( ∣ )Qp ttd
is the probability density of photon detection, givenQ, as defined in equation (5).

It is possible to express ( ∣ )Qp ttd
in analytical form if the scintillation pulse is described according to

equation (3). To this end, it is practical to fold ( )p ttot
and ( )p ttpd

into a single PDF governing the time

= -t t tn n ntrans, d, e, taken up by the complete transfer of an information carrier from emission to detection
(shifting shape from a photon to an electronic signal along theway):

( ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )ò= - ¢ Q ¢ ¢
-¥

¥
p t p t t p t dt . 11t t ttrans ot pd

If this function is approximated by aGaussianwithmean t̄trans and standard deviation s ,trans it can be shown
that equation (5) can bewritten as follows:

( ∣ ) ( ( ∣ ) ( ∣ )) ( )
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In addition to equation (10), Seifert derived expressions for theCRLB in cases where Q̂ is based on subsets of
the ordered set { }=T t t t t, ,..., ,..., ,n No o,1 o,2 o, o, d

which is obtained by sorting the non-ordered setTd in ascending
order. Specifically, he derived theCRLB for the case that only the nth rank, t ,no, is known, and for the case that
the n smallest timestamps, t t t, ,..., ,no,1 o,2 o, are available for estimatingQ.The relevance of calculating theCRLB
for such subsets ofTo lies in the observation that a relatively small number of early-detected photons carrymost
of the time information in a typical TOF-PETdetector (see section 2.4). The derivation of theCRLB for subsets
ofTo involves order statistics, since ( )p ttot

and ( )p ttpd
change the photon order between emission and detection.

Fishburn andCharbon (2010) also explored the use of order statistics, in the context of optimizing single-
photon avalanche diode/time-to-digital converter (SPAD/TDC) arrays for the readout of scintillators.Mandai
et al (2014) provided direct experimental evidence for the validity of applying order statistics to photon counting
problems. They illuminated a so-calledmultichannel digital silicon photomultiplier (MD-SiPM)with faint,
374 ps FWHMGaussian laser pulses,measured the probability distribution of t no, for n 9, and found them to
be in agreementwith the corresponding theoretical PDFs.
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Various authors have proposed extensions of Seifert’s theory. For example, Cates et al (2015) derived an
analytical expression for ( )p ttot

applicable to the case of polished, high-aspect-ratio scintillation crystals. They
used this expression to obtain amathematical expression of theCRLB for this case, assuming ( )p ttpd

to be

Gaussian. Venialgo et al (2015) examined theCRLB for theMD-SiPM. This device comprises M SPADs and m
TDCs, where < <m M1 . If N m,d it timestamps the m first-detected photons. If this condition is notmet,
however, amore random subset ofTo is selected.

Toussaint et al (2019) recently proposed and experimentally validated (Loignon-Houle et al 2020) an
important extension of Seifert’smodel that takes into account the influence ofDOI variation on theCRLB in
long crystals. The position of interaction


x is one of the parameters determining the optical transfer kinetics, an

effect not taken into account in the original formulation of the Seifertmodel. In fact,

x influences both themean

and the variance of ( )p t .tot
That is, the expected arrival time of the scintillation photons at the photosensor, given

Q, varies with

x , due to the difference between the velocities of the annihilation photon and the light signal

within the crystal (Moses andDerenzo 1999). This introduces an x -dependent bias in the estimated time of
interaction Q̂. In addition, the distribution of possible optical path lengths and, therefore, the variance of ( )p t ,tot

may changewith

x .Thus, it is in factmore accurate towrite the optical transfer time distribution as ( ∣ )p t x .tot

This, in turn, implies that we should rewrite the detected photon distribution originally defined in equation (5)
as follows:

( ∣ ) ( ∣ )⁎ ( ∣ )⁎ ( ) ( ) 
Q = Qp t x p t p t x p t, , 14t t t td e ot pd

where ⁎ is the convolution operator.
Toussaint et al (2019) discuss three important consequences of this redefinition of ( ∣ )

Qp t x , .td
Afirst

consequence is that the Fisher information (equation (9)) is defined for a given position of interaction x only:
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Therefore, the same is true for theCRLBon the estimated time of interaction in the detector:
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As a second consequence, the variation of themean of ( ∣ )p t xtot
and, therefore, ( ∣ )

Qp t x ,td
with


x introduces

a position-of-interaction-dependent bias in the estimated time of interaction in case

x is unknown:

[ ˆ ] [ ˆ ∣ ] ( )Q = Q - QE xBias . 17x

Third, the positions of interaction

xA and


xB in two coincident detectors A andB vary independently. Thus,

the variances [ ˆ ]QVar xA
and [ ˆ ]QVar xB

as well as the biases [ ˆ ]QBias xA
and [ ˆ ]QBias xB

in the two detectors vary
independently from event to event. The same is necessarily true for the variance and the bias of the estimated
parameter of interest, i.e. the estimated time difference ˆ ˆ ˆ Q = Q - Q .x xAB A B

Themean squared error is commonly used to characterize the performance of a biased estimator. To
account for the above three consequences of the position-of-interaction dependence of ( ∣ )

Qp t x , ,td
Toussaint

et al (2019) propose the lower bound on the rootmean square error (RMSE) over all possible combinations of

xA

and

xB as ameasure of the best achievable CRT:

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

[ ˆ ] ( [ ˆ ] ( [ ˆ ]) ) ( ) ( ) ( )   
 ò òQ Q + Q p x p x dx dxRMSE Var Bias . 18
x x

AB AB AB
2

A B A B

1 2
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Here, [ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] Q = Q + QVar Var Varx xAB A B
is the sumof the lower bounds on the variances of the two detectors,

given

xA and


x ,B calculated according to equation (16). Furthermore, [ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] Q = Q - QBias Bias Biasx xAB A B

is
the total bias on the estimated time difference, given


xA and


x .B Finally, the PDFs ( )p xA and ( )p xB describe the

probability distributions of

xA and


x ,B respectively, given that a coincidence is registered by the detector pair AB.

Toussaint et al (2019)note that the practical application of equation (18)may be less straightforward since
the bias function [ ˆ ]QBias AB of the best estimatormay be unknown. They investigate a surrogate function based
on the shortest path from the point of emission to the photosensor, which appears towork for extremely bright
scintillators only. Alternatively, surrogate functions could be obtained fromMonteCarlo simulations or, since
the absolute biases defined in equation (17) are not needed to calculate their difference, from experiments
similar to those ofMoses andDerenzo (1999) andVanDam et al (2013). A function thus obtained remains a
surrogate of [ ˆ ]QBias AB in the sense that one needs tomake assumptionswith respect to the best possible time
estimator to determine it.

Equation (18) applies if

xA and


xB are unknown. In case the positions of interaction are known and used to

(perfectly) correct Q̂AB for the corresponding bias, the term ( [ ˆ ] )QBias AB
2 disappears from the equation. It is
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furthermore noted that

xA and


xB can sometimes be reduced to just the depths of interaction zA and z ,B

respectively, for example in high-aspect-ratio crystals. However, the present formulationmakes equation (18)
applicable to other detector geometries, such asmonolithic scintillators (section 5.4). As afinal note, [ ˆ ]QVar AB

and [ ˆ ]QBias AB are often determined for discrete values of

xA and


xB in practice, in which case equation (18)

needs to be approximated by a Riemann sum.
TheCRLB approach is quite generally applicable. For example, Seifert et al (2012b) acknowledged that

multiple cascades of energy transfer and luminescent processesmay occur in a given scintillator and
consequently allowed ( )p tte

to bewritten as a linear combination of emission profiles according to equation (3).
Furthermore, there is no necessity to express the detected photon distribution in analytical form, as in
equation (12). In fact, equation (10) can be evaluated for any ( ∣ )Qp ttd

that fulfills twoweak regularity conditions
associatedwith theCRLB, viz, that the Fisher information is always defined and that differentiationwith respect
toQ and integrationwith respect to t are interchangeable (Arnold et al 2008). For the latter condition to be
fulfilled, it is generally sufficient that the bounds of ( ∣ )Qp ttd

in t are independent ofQ. It is noted that this is not
the case if ( ∣ )Qp ttd

is simplified to the emission function defined in equation (3). The condition is fulfilled,
however, if ( ∣ )Qp ttd

is defined according to equation (5) and ( )p ttot
and/or ( )p ttpd

have infinite support. Such is

the case, for example, if wemodel any of these functions, or, equivalently, ( )p tttrans
defined in equation (11), by a

Gaussian. In fact, wemay even truncate ( )p tttrans
at =t 0 to avoid negative timestamps, provided that

¯  st .trans trans This was done in the original paper by Seifert et al (2012b), for example. The practical
consequences of these observations are that there is no need to describe ( )p ttot

or ( )p ttpd
analytically and that

they can be obtained independently, whether frommeasurement,Monte Carlo simulation, or analytical
modeling, as long aswemake sure that no significant breaching of the regularity conditions occurs.

The representation of theCRLB in terms of the parameters introduced at the beginning of this chapter allows
groupsworking on different components of the TOF-PET detection chain, such as scintillators, photosensors,
electronics, and data processing algorithms, to optimize their results independently and objectively. Indeed, the
model and its extensions are used for such purposes by various authors, e.g. (TerWeele et al 2015a, Cates and
Levin 2018).Moreover, themodel is useful for explaining and quantifying general trends and dependencies in
scintillation detector timing performance. This will be elaborated in section 2.4.However, let usfirst examine
some limitations and pitfalls of the CRLB.

An essential assumption in the Seifertmodel is that the t nd, are IID. Fortunately, this requirement is generally
met in TOF-PETdetectors, especially for the early-detected photons that carrymost of the time information.
Furthermore, the total number of detected photons Nd in equation (10) isfixed. Similar to the position of
interaction in equation (18), its variation from event to event can be taken into account by calculating the
weighted average of theCRLBover the possible values ofNd. In this way, Seifert et al (2012b) showed that the
spread in Nd contributes negligibly to theCRT for bright TOF-PET scintillators with an energy resolution in the
order of∼10%FWHM. It is emphasized, however, that equation (10)mayno longer be valid if the energy
resolution gets worse, e.g. because Nd itself becomes small. Straightforward application of theCRLBmodel to
Cherenkov photons, as done byGundacker et al (2016, 2018) and Lecoq (2017), Lecoq et al (2020), for example,
could therefore yield overly optimistic results.

Another,more fundamental limitation of theCRLB is that itmay approach the trivial case [ ˆ ]Q Var 0 for
nearly-nondifferentiable ( ∣ )Qp t .td

Also this limitation is relevant toweak emissions, in particular thosewith one

ormore sharp edges in their emission function.More specifically, if ( ∣ )/ ¶ Q ¶Qp t 1td
and ( ∣ ) Qp t 1td

over
afinite interval of time, the integral in equation (10)may become very large and, as a result, the termon the right-
hand side of the equationmay tend to zero. For these reasons, Hero (1989) andClinthorne et al (1990b) have
studied alternative bounds thatmay bemore tight than theCLRB, for example for nearly-exponentially decaying
scintillators with a low light yield, such as BGO.However, they found these alternative bounds to be superseded
by theCRLB for bright scintillators (Clinthorne et al 1990a). Thus, itmay be concluded that the CRLB is a useful
measure of theCRT achievable with the scintillators commonly used in TOF-PET systems today. Indeed,
experimental results very close to theCRLB have been achievedwith various types of crystal and photosensor
(Schaart et al 2010, Schmall et al 2014, Cates and Levin 2016, Gundacker et al 2019).

2.4. Summary and general observations from timing theory
Ageneral framework for describing the factors that affect the time resolution of scintillation detectors was
introduced at the beginning of this chapter. Figure 3 provides a schematic overview of the pertinent processes
and the functions and parameters used to describe them. These can be classified according towhether they relate
to the emission, transfer, or detection of scintillation photons. The stochastic nature of these processes warrant
Monte Carlomodeling (section 2.1), even though itmay take considerable effort to obtain all required input
parameters with sufficient accuracy. Several authors have proposed analyticalmodels of scintillation detector
time resolution, which vary in the level of detail inwhich the three categories of processes are described
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(section 2.2). In section 2.3, it was argued that photon-counting statistics form the dominant contribution to the
CRTof state-of-the-art TOF-PETdetectors based on bright scintillators and photosensors with high internal
gain. As a consequence, theCRLB on the time resolution provides a usefulmeasure of the achievable time
resolution. TheCRLB can be used, for example, to better understand fundamental limitations, to benchmark
detector performance, and tomake rational design choices in the development of detectors, detector
components, and timing algorithms.

A number of general conclusions can be drawn from the currently available theory. It is emphasized that
these apply to detectors based on fast and bright scintillators (some observations relevant to other cases are

discussed in section 5.5). TheCRT is proportional to N̄d in this case. This, in turn, implies that N̄ ,e h ,ot and hpd

all are equally important for optimum time resolution. Furthermore, if tdecay ismuch larger than each of the
scintillator rise time, theOTTS, and the SPTR, as is commonly the case, the CRT is also proportional to

/ t1 .decay Infirst order approximation, ¯ /tNe decay therefore is a useful FOM for optimizing the intrinsic
properties of a TOF-PET scintillator. The scintillator rise time only becomes important if it is larger than both
theOTTS and the SPTR, inwhich case theCRT also becomes proportional to / t1 .rise

It is noted that themaximization of N̄ ,d while important, is not sufficient to guarantee the best possible
timing performance. For example, crystals that exhibit self-absorption of scintillation photonswith a near-unit
probability of re-emissionmay show a high integral light output, but the process of absorption and delayed re-
emission increases theOTTS. Thismay lead to the seemingly paradoxical situation that a detector exhibits
excellent energy resolution but aworse-than-expected CRT (vanDam et al 2012a, TerWeele et al 2014a). Thus,
an ideal TOF-PETdetector design ensures not only efficient, but also rapid transfer of the scintillation photons
to the photosensor.

Indeed, theminimization of time resolution loss due to optical transfer kinetics is becoming an important
research topic. All themore so, because the intrinsic rise time of themost commonly used TOF-PET scintillators
(see table 1) and the SPTRof some photosensors are smaller than 100 ps already. The scintillator-photosensor
geometry and the optical properties of the crystals, reflectors, light guides, and photosensors all affect ( )p t .tot

Intuitively, onewould expect the use of larger crystals and/or complicated light-sharing schemes to broaden this
distribution. Indeed, the best CRTs are often achievedwith tiny crystals coupled one-to-one to photosensors,
approaching the infinitesimal-crystal limit discussed previously. In fact, we have seen in section 2.3 that the
optical transfer time distribution not only broadens in larger crystals, but that itsmean and variance also become
functions of the position of interaction


x , resulting in additional deterioration of theCRT (equation (18)). TOF-

PETdetector designs that enable the estimation of

x , often called TOF/DOI detectors allow to (partially)

recover the resulting loss of time information, as will be elaborated in sections 5.3 and 5.4.
From the foregoing discussion, itmay be clear that the PDE and the SPTR are the crucial parameters

determining the time resolution that can be obtainedwith a given photosensor. Indeed, the improvement of
these parameters is the objective ofmuch photosensor research and an important driver of progress in TOF-PET
performance, as will be elaborated in chapter 4.

All timingmodels that take into account the scintillator rise time, theOTTS, and/or the SPTR show that the
timestampwith the lowest variance is not necessarily associatedwith thefirst photon detected.Moreover, the

Figure 4. Left: Cramér–Rao lower bound on theCRTof3 mm×3 mm×5 mmLYSO:Ce crystals coupled toHamamatsuMPPC-
S10362-33-50C SiPMs, for estimators based on a single timestamp t no, (black crosses) and estimators based on thefirst n timestamps
t t t, ,..., no,1 o,2 o, (blue circles), as a function of n. The red solid line indicates the intrinsic limit on the time resolution that could be
achieved if all timestampswere used (Adapted fromSeifert: et al 2012b). © 2012 Institute of Physics and Engineering inMedicine. All
rights reserved. Right: probability density functions ( ∣ )Qp tt no,

of different ranks t ,no, for the same detector.
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CRTmay be smaller than the rise time, theOTTS, and/or the SPTR, provided that the scintillator is sufficiently
bright. Both effects can be observed infigure 4 (left), where the black crosses show theCRLB based on a single
timestamp t ,no, as a function of n, for small LYSO:Ce crystals coupled to SiPMswith an SPTRof 282 ps FWHM.
The best CRThas less than half the value of the SPTR and is reached around »n 10.These phenomena are
direct consequences of the ordering of the setT .o That is, a given rank t no, can only be that rank if it is not another
rank ¹t .m no, This conditionmakes that the probability distribution of each rank, ( ∣ )Qp t ,t no,

becomes narrower

when the average time between consecutive ranks becomes smaller, i.e. when the scintillator becomes brighter.
Moreover, thewidth of ( ∣ )Qp tt no,

is expected to be smallest around the time at which the photon detection rate is

highest, i.e. at themaximum, rather than the onset, of ( ∣ )Qp t ,td
as can be observed in figure 4 (right).

Finally, wemay compare the blue circles infigure 4 (left), representing theCRLBbased on the first n
timestamps t t t, ,..., ,no,1 o,2 o, as a function of n,with the red solid line, which indicates the CLRBbased on the
entire setT .d TheCRT that can be achievedwith the first n timestamps approaches the intrinsic limit of the
detector timing performance around »n 20 (whereas »N 4700d ).Moreover, the CRLB for the optimum
single-photon timestamp ( »n 10) is within∼15%of the same limit (black crosses). These results are specific
for the crystal-sensor combination considered, but illustrate the generalfinding that a relatively small number of
early-detected photons carrymost of the time information in state-of-the-art TOF-PET scintillation detectors.
A consequence of this finding is that results close to theCRLB can often be obtainedwith relatively simple
estimators, such as a LEDorCFD. It is to be noted, though, thatfigure 4 applies to relatively small crystals. In
larger crystals,more complex estimators ofQ,which take into account the variation of ( ∣ )

Qp t x ,td
with


x ,may

considerably improve theCRT (see sections 5.3 and 5.4).

3. Inorganic scintillators for TOF-PET

The conversion of annihilation quanta into optical photons brings about the primary signal in a TOF-PET
detector. Indeed, the choice of scintillationmaterial has a large influence on the imaging performance. This
chapter reviews themost important PET scintillator requirements, the current state of the art, and some of the
ongoing research efforts towards better TOF-PET scintillationmaterials.

3.1. Requirements onTOF-PET scintillators
As discussed in chapter 1 the outstanding property of PET is its ability to quantifyminute concentrations of
radiotracer. This property is useful in the biomedical context especially if it is combinedwith the ability to
resolve spatial details. Thus, research onTOF-PET scintillators should be performedwith twomain
performance parameters inmind: sensitivity and resolution. Improvement of both parameters is facilitated by
reducing the average distance traveled by annihilation photonswithin the crystal until full absorption; this
allows the use of smaller crystals at equal detection efficiency, or increases the number of absorbed annihilation
quanta for a given crystal size.

The probability per unit path length of absorption by photoelectric effect is proportional to rZ ,k
eff with r the

density of the scintillator, Zeff its effective atomic number, and »k 3.5.This process competes with the
Compton effect, for which the probability per unit length is roughly proportional to r.At 511 keV, Compton
scattering ismore probable than photoelectric absorption except if Zeff is larger than∼80. If a Compton-
scattered photon is absorbed in the same crystal, it still contributes to the full-energy peak. If it escapes, itmay
either go undetected or be absorbed in a neighboring crystal. Depending on the energywindow settings and the
way inwhichmulti-crystal events are processed, such eventsmay be lost or less accurately positioned. In
conclusion, both r and Zeff are important parameters for PET scintillator selection and optimization, affecting
sensitivity aswell as resolution.

Inwater, themean free path of 511 keVphotons is about∼10 cm andCompton scattering is the dominant
type of interaction, thereforemany of the annihilation photons scatter in the patient before being detected
(figure 1). Inmodern 3Dpet systems, sufficient energy resolution (�10%FWHM) is required to reduce the
fraction of scattered events to acceptable levels through energy discrimination (Muehllehner andKarp 2006).
The scintillator intrinsic energy resolution imposes a lower limit on the detector energy resolution (Moszynski
et al 2016a). Themost important parameters involved are the light yield Y , i.e. the number of photons emitted
perMeVdeposited, and the non-proportionality of the scintillation response (Dorenbos et al 1995).

High light yield is also important for achieving good spatial resolution, especially in detectors in which light
sharing is used to determine the position of interaction.Moreover, the lower bound on theCRT is proportional
to Y (section 2.4). The light yield thus is a crucial performance parameter of a TOF-PET scintillator. To obtain
excellent time resolution, also the rise- and decay-time constants, describing the scintillation pulse shape
according to equation (3), are of importance. According towhat has been discussed in section 2.4, /tY decay is a
useful FOM to assess the timing potential of TOF-PET scintillators, under the condition that trise is smaller than
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thewidth of the function ( )p tttrans
defined in equation (11), which is commonly the case in state-of-the-art PET

systems.
Practical considerations are also of importance. For example, the photosensor PDE should spectrallymatch

the scintillator emission spectrum, often characterized by the peak emissionwavelength l .em Properties such as
Y and tdecay should be uniform among crystals. High transparency around lem is important to avoid light loss.
The index of refraction lR

em
is relevant within the context of optimizing optical transfer. Other factors include

mechanical ruggedness,machinability, and possible hygroscopicity. Finally, the scintillationmaterial costs
cannot be ignored, as it typically represents a large fraction of the total cost $ in equation (2).

3.2. Recent developments inTOF-PET scintillationmaterials
The development of better scintillationmaterials formedical applications is an activefield of research (van
Eijk 2002, 2008, Nikl andYoshikawa 2015, Lecoq 2016). Here, we focus on a select number of inorganic
scintillators that have enabled TOF-PET to become a clinical reality and/or offer prospects for further
development. Table 1 lists thesematerials together with theirmost important properties. The values givenwere
derived from the publications discussed in the remainder of this section. It is emphasized that these values are
indicative. For example, the uncertainty in absolute light yieldmeasurements typically is in the order of 10%–

20% (deHaas andDorenbos 2008). Similarly, scintillation pulse shapemeasurements based on time-correlated
single-photon countingmay be affected by statistical artefacts (Seifert et al 2012a) and/or the optical transfer
time distribution ( )p ttot

introduced in chapter 1.2.
The scintillators bariumfluoride (BaF2) and cesium fluoride (CsF)have primarily been included for

historical reference. Thesematerials exhibit so-called cross-luminescence (van Eijk 1994, Rodnyi 2004), which
arises from core-valence transitions inwide-bandgap ionic crystals. The discovery of this fast luminescence in
BaF2 and several othermaterials in the 1980s prompted the development thefirst generation of TOF-PET
scanners (Allemand et al 1980,Mullani et al 1981, Ter-Pogossian et al 1982). This had not been possible with
bismuth germanate (BGO) and thallium-doped sodium iodide (NaI:Tl), the PET scintillators commonly used at
the time. The TOF-PET systems built with BaF2 andCsF achievedCRTs of 500–750 ps FWHM.However, the
low Y , r and Zeff of BaF2 andCsF resulted in poor spatial resolution and detection efficiency. In terms of
equation (2), themodest TOF gainwasmore than offset by the low value of hdet compared to BGO-based
systems, resulting in aworse SNR at equal dose and scan time. Thus, the first efforts at building TOF-PET
systems illustrate that the improvement of time resolution per se is not guaranteed to lead to better image quality.
Nevertheless, these pioneeringworks proved the potential of TOF for improving the SNR in PET images and
provided important guidance for the development of today’s clinical TOF-PET systems (Lewellen 1998,
Moses 2003,Muehllehner andKarp 2006).

The discovery of cerium-doped lutetiumoxyorthosilicate (LSO:Ce) in themid-1990s (Melcher and
Schweitzer 1992) renewed the interest in TOF, as it was realized that this fast, bright, and dense scintillator
offered prospects for excellent timing (Daghighian et al 1993, Ludziejewski et al 1995,Moses andDerenzo 1999).
Thefirst of this second generation of TOF-PET scanners (Surti et al 2007)was built with Ce-doped lutetium–

yttriumoxyorthosilicate (LYSO:Ce) crystals, inwhich a small fraction of the lutetium ions is replaced by yttrium
(Cooke et al 2000, Kimble et al 2003). In bothmaterials, the 5d–4f transitions of theCe3+ luminescent centers
gives rise to a relatively broad emission band ranging from∼380 nm to>500 nm, see figure 5 (black curve). The
transparency at the emissionwavelengths is excellent due to a large Stokes shift and the high optical quality of
industrially grown crystals. Bothmaterials exhibit a fast scintillation rise time of less than 100 ps and a decay time
of∼40 ns (Derenzo et al 2000, Seifert et al 2012a, TerWeele et al 2014b,Gundacker et al 2018). This is due to the
rapid transfer of electrons and holes to theCe3+ centers and the allowed nature of the 5d–4f transitions,
respectively. Through the gradual optimization of the crystal growth process and the introduction of
innovations such as a thermal oxidization step (Chai 2007, Ding et al 2010, Blahuta et al 2013), the light yield has
been increased to∼30 000 photons perMeV (Balcerzyk et al 2000, Pidol et al 2004, Kapusta et al 2005, deHaas
andDorenbos 2008, Blahuta et al 2013). LSO:Ce and its derivatives are used in all commercially available TOF-
PET systems at the time ofwriting.

Co-doping of L(Y)SO:Cewith divalent ions, Ca2+ in particular, allows for a substantial increase in light yield
and/or a shortening of the decay time, depending on the co-dopant type and concentration (Ferrand et al 2006,
Spurrier et al 2008, Blahuta et al 2013). It appears that the rise time improves as well (Gundacker et al 2018).
Assuming currently realistic values for the crystal size and SPTR, it is primarily the improvement of /tY decay

that can be exploited to improve theCRT (Szczesniak et al 2010, TerWeele et al 2015b,Gundacker et al 2016).
Excellent CRTs have also been obtainedwith amaterial called lutetiumfine silicate (LFS), in particular the
version referred to as LFS-3. This scintillator is specified asCexLu2+2y−x−zAzSi1−yO5+y, where A is at least one
element from the groupCa, Gd, Sc, Y, La, Eu, andTb (Zavartsev et al 2013, Ageeva et al 2015, Doroud et al 2015,
Yamamoto et al 2015). A fourth interestingmaterial is Ce-doped lutetium-gadoliniumoxyorthosilicate (LGSO:
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Table 1.Overview of TOF-PET scintillators and their properties. Datawere taken from the publications cited in chapter 3.Uncertainties are in the order of one last digit, unless (a) the value is preceded by a tilde, e.g. ‘∼42’, inwhich case the
uncertainty is larger, or (b) a range of values is given, e.g. ‘40–44’, inwhich case this range reflects the spread encountered in the papers cited. The value of /tY decay is placedwithin brackets, e.g. ‘(42)’, if themagnitude of trise is such that
thisfigure ofmeritmay give an overly optimistic indication of thematerial’s timing potential, i.e. if the condition ( )t p ttrise trans

is not necessarily fulfilledwhen thematerial is read out using a state-of-the-art photosensor. The energy
resolution is given for 662 keV photon irradiation.

r lem Y trise tdecay /tY decay

Energy

resolution

Scintillator Formula

Hygro-

scopic

(g
cm−3) Zeff lR em (nm) (MeV−1) (ps) (ns) (MeV−1/2 ns−1/2) (%FWHM)

BaF2 BaF2 Slightly 4.9 54 1.5 220 1300–1400 — 0.8 ∼41 8

CeBr3 CeBr3 Yes 5.2 46 — 380 57 000–66 000 < 200 17 ∼60 4

CsF CsF Yes 4.6 52 1.5 390 1900–2000 — 3 ∼25 ∼20
GAGG:Ce Gd3Al2Ga3O12:Ce No 6.6 53 1.9 520 42 000–57 000 500–1800 50–120 (60%–95%)+200–400

(5%–40%)
(∼21) 5

Gd3Al(5−x)Ga(x<3)O12:Ce No 6.5 53 1.9 520 50 000–58 000 — 140–200 (70%–95%)+slow
(> 600)

(∼16) 4

Gd3Al(5−x)Ga(2.4<x<3)O12:Ce,Mg No 6.6 53 1.9 520 43 000–47 000 50–70 40–50 (55%–65%)+100–200
(35%–45%)

∼24 6

Gd3Ga3Al2O12:Ce (ceramic) No 6.6 53 — ∼550 30 000–70 000 — 50–170+slower ∼20 ∼5
GLuGAG:

Ce

(Gd,Lu)3(Al,Ga)5O12:Ce

(ceramic)
No 6.7–6.9 53 — ∼550 20 000–50 000 — 40–90+slower ∼20 ∼7

LaBr3:Ce LaBr3:Ce(5%) Yes 5.1 45 2.0–2.3 380 64 000–76 000 180–380 (60%–70%)+slow
(> 1000)

16 (∼66) 3

LaBr3:Ce(>10%) Yes 5.1 45 2.0–2.3 380 68 000–70 000 100–200 (�95%) 16–18 ∼64 3

LaBr3:Ce(5%),Sr Yes 5.1 45 2.0–2.3 380 ∼78 000 > 200 18 (80%)+slow (∼60) 2

LFS-3 CexLu2+2y−x−zAzSiO5+y No 7.3 65 1.8 420 ∼38 000 < 100 35–40 ∼32 8

A=Ca, Gd, Sc, Y, La, Eu, Tb
LGSO-

Fast

Lu2(1−x)GdxSiO5:Ce(0.025%) No 7.2 66 1.8 420 ∼34 000 ∼10 30–34 ∼32 8

LSO:Ce Lu2SiO5:Ce No 7.4 66 1.8 420 26 000–32 000 < 100 39–43 ∼27 8

Lu2SiO5:Ce,Ca No 7.4 66 1.8 420 32 000–39 000 < 100 31–37 ∼32 8

LYSO:Ce Lu2(1−x)YxSiO5:Ce No 7.1 65 1.8 420 26 000–34 000 < 100 38–44 ∼27 8

Lu2(1−x)YxSiO5:Ce,Ca No 7.1 65 1.8 420 33 000–40 000 < 100 33–39 ∼32 8

LuI3:Ce LuI3:Ce Yes 5.6 60 — ∼500 ∼100 000 — ∼30 ∼50 ∼3
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Ce)with a high Lu content (∼90%). It appears that the light yield and decay time of LGSO:Ce can be controlled
by varying theCe concentration. This has led to the development of so-called LGSO-Fast with optimized
properties for TOF-PET (Yamamoto et al 2015, Cates and Levin 2016, Loignon-Houle et al 2017).

Around 2000, it was recognized that a number of Ce-doped rare-earth halides exhibit highly efficient
scintillation (Kramer et al 2006). In particular, Ce-doped lanthanumbromide (LaBr3:Ce)was found to have a
high light output, a short decay time, and excellent energy resolution (van Loef et al 2001). Later, also pure
ceriumbromide (CeBr3)was shown to have such favorable properties (Glodo et al 2005). Interestingly, the
LaBr3:Ce scintillation pulse featuresmultiple rise time components, depending on theCe concentration. Rather
highCe concentrations (>10%) are necessary to obtain a rise time less than∼200 ps (Glodo et al 2005, Seifert
et al 2012a, TerWeele et al 2014b). At lower concentrations, slow rise time components (>1 ns) appear,
indicating that part of the ionizing energy is transferred less efficiently from the host crystal to Ce (Bizarri and
Dorenbos 2007, Li et al 2018a). As these slow rise time components reduce the achievable CRT (Seifert et al
2012b), the value of the parameter /tY decay in table 1 is placed in between brackets for LaBr3:Ce(5%), which
has primarily been optimized for spectroscopic applications.Whereas a higher Ce concertation improves the
rise time of LaBr3:Ce, it also leads to increased self-absorption, i.e. absorption of emitted photons byCe3+ ions
elsewhere in the crystal. The probability of re-emission is close to unity and, as a result, large crystals still exhibit
high light output and energy resolution.However, the optical transfer kinetics ( ( )p ttot

) are negatively affected
and the time resolution correspondingly worsened, so the optimumCe concentration for timing purposes
depends on the crystal size (vanDam et al 2012a, TerWeele et al 2014a). Recently, strontium and calcium co-
doping have been found to further improve the light yield and proportionality of LaBr3:Ce(5%), resulting in an
exceptional energy resolution of 2%FWHMat 662 keV (Alekhin et al 2013). However, co-doping does not
improve the rise time and slightly increases the decay time (Alekhin et al 2014, TerWeele et al 2014b). Thus, in
contrast with L(Y)SO:Ce, the further improvement of the time resolution of LaBr3:Ce bymeans of co-doping
has not been successful so far. Nevertheless, due to its high light yield and short decay time, LaBr3:Ce is thefirst
material that enabledCRTs<100 ps FWHM, in combinationwith PMTs (Wiener et al 2010) as well as SiPMs
(Schaart et al 2010).

Awhole-body research TOF-PET scannerwith a systemCRTof 375 ps has been built using LaBr3:Ce(5%)
crystals (Daube-Witherspoon et al 2010). The detectors contained rectangular arrays of 4× 4×30mm3

crystals coupled to a hexagonal array of∅51 mmPMTs. SNR improvement aswell as faster andmore uniform
convergence were demonstrated for TOF compared to non-TOF reconstruction. Also, the 7%FWHMenergy
resolution helped to improve scatter correction.On the other hand, the relatively low r and Zeff of LaBr3:Ce
compared to L(Y)SO:Ce gave rise to increased inter-crystal scattering and limited the detection efficiency,
negatively affecting the FOMdefined in equation (2). The project thus provides valuable insights into the relative
roles played by timing, energy, and spatial resolution on clinical PETperformance and on the different trade-offs
thatmust bemade in the design of systems based on different types of scintillator.

Figure 5.Emission spectrumof a 3 mm×3 mm×3 mmLYSO:Ce crystal (black curve, data taken fromSchaart et al 2009), in
comparisonwith the PDEof a BroadcomAFBR-S4N44C013NUV-HDSiPMwith 3.72 mm×3.72 mmactive area and 30 μmSPAD
pitch, atVob=6.5 V (blue circles, courtesy of Broadcom Inc.) and the quantum efficiency of aHamamatsu PMTwith ultra-bialkali
photocathode (red curve, courtesy ofHamamatsu Photonics K.K.). Adapted from Schaart et al 2009. © 2009 Institute of Physics and
Engineering inMedicine. All rights reserved.
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Ce-doped lutetium iodide (LuI3:Ce) is another rare-earth halide that has been considered for TOF-PET
applications. Thismaterial offers a light yield in the order of∼100 000 photons MeV−1 and has a higher Zeff

than LaBr3:Ce. Unfortunately, reported decay-time constants are significantly longer than that of LaBr3:Ce, so
theCRT is not expected to be better. Also, LuI3:Ce is difficult to grow and has not beenmade available in large
quantities to date.

Another interesting development concerns Ce-dopedmulticomponent garnet crystals, having the general
formula RE3(Al,Ga)5O12:Ce, where RE=Gd, Y, Lu, or amixture of these elements. Thesematerials have been
reviewed recently (Nikl et al 2013b,Nikl andYoshikawa 2015). If RE=Gd, thematerial is called cerium-doped
gadolinium aluminumgallium garnet (GAGG:Ce), which is receiving attention as a potential PET scintillator.
TheGa/Al ratio influences the scintillation properties (table 1). The best combination of light yield and decay
time is found for aGa/Al ratio of∼3/2, although thismaterial exhibitsmultiple decay-time constants and a
relatively long rise time (Kamada et al 2016b, Sato et al 2017). As such, it is not expected to have better timing
performance than L(Y)SO:Ce, even though the light yield is almost twice as high.However, co-dopingwith a
small amount (typically 0.1%) ofMg significantly improves the rise- and decay-time constants, at the price of a
small loss of light yield and energy resolution (Gundacker et al 2016, Kamada et al 2016a, Yoshino et al 2017).
Figure 6 shows examples of decay spectra of GAGG:Ce crystals with different composition and co-doping. For a
Ga/Al ratio of 3/2, the improvement of /tY decay due toMg co-doping is such that it becomes competitive
with L(Y)SO:Ce. However, the values of r and Zeff are lower, whichwill need to be taken into account if a TOF-
PET systembased onGAGG:Ce is developed.

More recently, ceramic samples of GAGG:Ce and (Gd,Lu)3(Al,Ga)5O12:Ce (GLuGAG:Ce)were successfully
produced. The development of scintillating optical ceramics has been reviewed recently (Nikl et al 2013a). The
promise of such scintillators is that theymight be producedmore cost-effectively than single-crystal scintillators.
In general, the challenge is to obtain ceramics of high optical transparency. On the other hand, the lower
preparation temperatures and the absence ofmelting of rawmaterialsmight lead to improved andmore
uniform scintillation properties. Then again, the presence of grain boundariesmay give rise to deep traps that
reduce the light output.Whereas there is insufficient data on ceramicGAGG:Ce andGLuGAG:Ce scintillators to
drawdefinitive conclusions, it appears that their scintillation properties can be similar to those of the
corresponding single crystals (Cherepy et al 2013, Yanagida et al 2013, Luo et al 2015,Wang et al 2015,Wu et al
2015).

In summary, the discovery of faster and brighter scintillators, LSO:Ce in particular, has been key to the
development of clinical TOF-PETdevices.Much progress has furthermore beenmade throughwhat is called
‘scintillator engineering.’This includes, for example, the optimization of the electronic structure of the host
material (‘band-gap engineering’) and the creation or suppression of crystal defects that have a favorable or
deleterious effect on the scintillation properties (‘defect engineering’). Examples include air annealing, co-
doping, and compositional tuning, which have been applied successfully to oxyorthosilicates, rare-earth halides
and garnets, amongst others. Such approaches are useful to optimize the properties of a scintillator, provided
that the figures ofmerit to be optimized arewell understood. As a result ofmuch research, the performance
figures of e.g.many rare-earth halides andmulticomponent garnets are probably close to their fundamental
limits today (Dorenbos 2010). Still, newmaterials are being discovered andmore cost-effective production

Figure 6.Decay curves ofGAGG:Ce crystals of different composition and co-doping, excited by 662 keV gamma-rays. Reprinted from
Yoshino et al (2017)with permission fromElsevier.
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methods are under development. Thus, research on newmaterials and/or approaches to improve existing
materials remainswarranted.

4. Photosensors for TOF-PET

In chapter 2, we have seen that photon counting statistics determine the lower bound on the time resolution of
scintillation detectors. It follows that optimum timing requires the use of a photosensor that can operate in the
regime of quantum-limited detection, in other words, a single-photon detector. Until recently, the PMThas
been the device of choice in PET scanners, as they offer excellent photon counting performance atmoderate
costs per unit sensitive area. However, the high-end systems of essentially all commercialmanufacturers are now
being equippedwith SiPMs. TOF-PET scanners of this third generation produce images with a quality
unparalleled by PMT-based systems. This chapter reviews past developments that have led to this paradigm shift
in PETdetector design and highlights some research efforts towards even better performance.

4.1. Requirements onTOF-PETphotosensors
It is well understood that photosensorsmust have internal gain to be capable of counting single photons at room
temperature. This allowsmaking the thermal noise of the load resistance negligible compared to thefluctuations
already present in themeasured current due to the quantumnature of photons—something that is hard to
achieve bymeans of external amplification only (Donati andTambosso 2014). In chapter 2, we furthermore
showed that a photosensor should have the highest possible PDE (hpd) at the scintillator emissionwavelengths,
as well as an excellent SPTR, to preserve asmuch as possible the time information carried by the scintillation
photons incident on the sensor.

The ideal single-photon sensor should furthermore facilitate the TOF-PETdetector designer in realizing a
rapid and efficient optical transfer (described by ( )p ttot

and h ,ot respectively). In particular, dead regions at the
edges and/or other parts of the photosensitive surface should be reduced to aminimum.Moreover, the
refractive index of the entrancewindow and/or any othermaterials traversed by the photons before being
converted shouldmatch that of the scintillator. The ideal sensor design should furthermore be compact and
scalable, in order to facilitate an optimumgeometrical arrangement of crystals and sensors (see chapter 5).

Uniformity of parameters such as the PDE, internal gain, and pulse propagation time over the active area of
the sensor, as well as between sensors, helps to achieve a constant response throughout a PET system. This
reduces themagnitude of the corresponding correction factors to be applied during signal processing, which in
turn reduces the influence of the corresponding uncertainties on theCRT. Finally, aspects such as the expected
lifetime, stability of operation, and cost per unit area are important considerations, especially for commercial
manufacturers of TOF-PET equipment.

4.2. Vacuumphotomultipliers
4.2.1. Photomultiplier tubes
The PMThas been theworkhorse for reading out scintillation signals since the early days of PETdevelopment.
Invented during the interbellum, it is still used inmany PET systems installed in clinics today. The principles of
operation and properties of PMTs arewell understood and documented, for example byWright (2017), who
also givesmany practical hints for obtaining good performance. Therefore, the present discussionwill be limited
to some aspects of specific relevance to TOF-PET. As discussed in chapter 2, two categories of processes
influence the time resolution of a PMT-based scintillation detector: those that determine the probability that an
incident photonwill contribute to the output pulse, and those that govern the uncertainty in the timestamp
derived from that pulse.

Scintillation photons enter a PMT through an entrance window, as indicated infigure 7. Themost common
windowmaterial is borosilicate glass, which is transparent from about 300 nm to the near-infrared and has a
refractive index of about∼1.5.Obviously, careful application of an optical coupling compound in between
window and crystal is crucial for obtaining good timing. Still, refractive indexmismatches between thewindow,
coupling compound, and scintillator commonly occur (see table 1), so part of the incident photonsmay undergo
internal reflection. Such photonsmay reach the photocathode on the second or third attempt, especially if the
crystal is enclosedwithin a reflectivematerial. A high integral light yield and good energy resolutionmay thus be
achieved.However, it was shown in section 2.4 that themajority of the time information is carried by thefirst-
detected photons. Thismeans that valuable time information is lost with every photon that does not reach the
photocathode on thefirst attempt. In this context, it is worthwhilementioning that the photocathode itselfmay
reflect a fraction of the incident light (Moorhead andTanner 1996). In terms of the parameters introduced in
chapter 2, the distribution of the delays between the times of emission of individual scintillation photons and the
times at which they enter into the photocathode is described by ( )p t .tot
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Only a fraction of the photons incident on the photocathode contribute to the anode signal. This fraction has
been defined as the PDE hpd in chapter 2. The PDE equals the product of the quantum efficiency (QE) of the
photocathode and the photoelectron collection efficiency of thefirst dynode (i.e. an electrode that functions as
an electronmultiplier through secondary emission). TheQE is the probability that a photon incident on the
photocathode leads to the emission of an electron. The probability that this photoelectron gives rise to a signal at
the PMTanode equals the photoelectron collection efficiency of thefirst dynode. It is commonpractice,
however, to loosely refer to the PDE of a vacuumPMas the ‘QEof the photomultiplier.’PMTswith a standard
bialkali photocathode typically have aQEof∼25%around 400 nm, but PMTswith a so-called super-bialkali or
ultra-bialkali photocathodemay reach aQEof up to∼35%or∼43%, respectively (Kapusta et al 2007,
Nakamura et al 2010). The red curve infigure 5 shows theQE curve of a PMTwith an ultra-bialkali
photocathode.

The time between emission at the photocathode and arrival at the first dynode is not the same for all
photoelectrons. Differencesmay occur due to differences in the path lengths aswell as the initial speeds of the
photoelectrons. These are themajor contributions to the TTS of typical PMTs. Additional time dispersionmay
arise due tofluctuations in themultiplication process. The statistics behind these processes have been studied in
depth in the 1960s and 70s and a brief overview ofworks from that period can be found in section 2.2. In
particular, the theory byHyman (1965) has foundwidespread use in scintillation detector research and it has
been shown that it is a special case of the Seifertmodel developedmore recently (see section 4.3.4).

PMTmanufacturers have developed a variety of PMTs optimized for fast timing applications. Thefirst
commercial PET scanners utilizing LSO:Ce crystals did not use such fast PMTs, as the systemswere optimized
for spatial and energy resolution rather than timing. TheCRTof these systemswas limited to about 1.2 ns (Conti
et al 2005). This could be improved by a factor of about two by introducing fast-timing PMTs, alongwith
improved electronics and signal processing (Surti et al 2007, Bettinardi et al 2011, Jakoby et al 2011). Fast-timing
PMTs are optimized so that photoelectrons emitted fromdifferent points on the photocathode arrive at the first
dynode simultaneously asmuch as possible. This is typically achieved using a plano-concave window (as
schematically indicated infigure 7), to reduce path length variations, and accelerator electrodes between the
photocathode and first dynode, to boost the electron speed (Wright 2017). The use of a linear-focused dynode
structureminimizes the dispersion during the subsequentmultiplication stage. A ‘screening grid’ placed in front
of the anode can help to improve the rise time of the anode pulse (Moszynski et al 2016b).While the TTS of
classic PM tubes is in the order of∼ns, fast PMTsmay have TTS values better than 200 ps FWHM (Moszyński
et al 2006, Szczȩśniak et al 2009,Wiener et al 2010).

Theway inwhich the anode pulse is processed constitutes thefinal contribution to the time resolution. In
general, the electrical properties of PMTs are quite favorable for obtaining good time resolution: they have high
internal gain (∼106–108), low dark current, low capacitance (typically∼10 pF), and the anode has the equivalent
circuit of a current sourcewith high bandwidth (∼GHz). The SERof a fast PMT typically has a FWHMin the
order of a fewnanoseconds. PMT front-end electronics are commonly designed to load the anodewith a 50Ω
input resistance, sufficiently low tomaintain high bandwidthwhilematching the characteristic impedance of
coaxial cables. If a LED is used to derive a timestamp from the anode pulse, the best time resolution is obtained if
the threshold is set at a specific fraction, typically between 0.1 and 0.3, of the average pulse height (Knoll 2010).
Such a relatively high thresholdmakes the time pickoff susceptible to pulse height variation, which inevitably
occurs due to thefinite energy resolution of the scintillator and the gain dispersion of the PMT.ACFD remedies
this problemby triggering on afixed fraction of the actual pulse height (Gedcke andMcdonald 1968, Bengtson
andMoszynski 1970, Lynch 1975).

Figure 7. Schematic cross-section of a scintillation crystal coupled to a photomultiplier tube. See text for explanation.
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Avariety of clinical whole-body TOF-PET scanners based on PMTs and L(Y)SO:Ce crystals are and/or have
been commercialized, e.g. (Surti et al 2007, Bettinardi et al 2011, Jakoby et al 2011, Kolthammer et al 2014,
Kaneta et al 2017,Huo et al 2018). These systems all have aCRT>400 ps FWHM.However,much better CRTs
have been achieved in benchtop experiments using small scintillation crystals coupled one-to-one to fast PMTs.
For example, Szczesniak et al (2010) obtainedCRTs of 235–245 ps FWHMusing 10 mm×10 mm×5 mm
LSO:Ce crystals coupled to a fast-timing PMTwith aQEof 34%, ameasured TTS of 520±25 ps FWHM, and a
screening grid at the anode (Szczȩśniak et al 2009). Using equally sized LSO:Ce crystals with different
concentrations of Ca co-doping coupled to the same PMT, they achievedCRTs of 192–205 ps FWHM.

Wiener et al (2010) reached aCRTof∼230 ps FWHMwith 4 mm×4 mm×5 mmLYSO:Ce crystals
coupled to a fast PMTwith aQE of 0.18 and a TTS of 160 ps FWHM.Comparison of this result with those of
Szczesniak et al (2010) confirms the theoretical prediction that hpd and ( )p ttpd

both are important for good

timing.Wiener et al (2010) furthermore performed tests with 4 mm×4 mm×5 mmLaBr3:Ce andCeBr3
crystals coupled to the same fast PMT. They achievedCRTs of∼100 ps FWHM,whichmay be comparedwith
theCRTof 375 ps FWHMof the LaBr3:Ce(5%)whole-body TOF-PET scanner built by the same group (Daube-
Witherspoon et al 2010).

Themain causes of difference between the benchtop results and theCRT values obtained in TOF-PET
systems include the increased crystal length, the use of less expensive PMTswith inferior timing properties, and
deterioration of time information due to the use of light sharing. Additional factorsmay play a role in some
systems, such as baseline instability at high count rates, or the use of LEDs instead of CFDs for time pickoff.

4.2.2. Other vacuumphotomultipliers
The relatively large TTS of classic PM tubes is a direct consequence of the relatively long distances (∼cm)
traversed by the (photo-) electrons. Another disadvantage of the large size of these devices is that light-sharing
techniquesmust be used to read out the arrays of crystals typically used in PET systems. Both factors limit the
CRT that can be achievedwith such detectors.

Other types of vacuumphotomultiplier exist, some ofwhich offer prospects for better timingwithout
sacrificing spatial resolution.One example is themulti-anode PMT (MA-PMT), which collects the amplified
current onmultiple anodes that can be read out individually.MA-PMTs typically have a square cross section and
may be subdivided into e.g. 8×8 or 16×16 channels that (if we neglect crosstalk) act as independent PMTs.
Of particular interest areMA-PMTs equippedwithmetal-channel dynodes. These consist of parallel columns of
micro-machined dynodes, stacked in close proximity to each other to achieve short and consistent electron path
lengths.MA-PMTsmay have TTS values comparable to those of fast PMTs.Moreover, themulti-anode design
reduces the need to use light sharing and, therefore, offers better options for the simultaneous optimization of
spatial and time resolution.However, the gain non-uniformity ofMA-PMTs can be substantial.

Krishnamoorthy et al (2014) performed experiments using a 49 mm×49 mmMA-PMTwith 8×8 anode
pads, aQE of∼25%, and a TTS of∼0.4 ns. Time pickoff was performed on a commondynode signal using a rise-
time-compensated fast-timing discriminator. They obtained aCRTof∼300 ps FWHMwith single,
1.5 mm×1.5 mm×12 mmLYSO:Ce crystals. Ko and Lee (2015) tested 23 mm×23 mmmetal-channel
MA-PMTs equippedwith super-bialkali and ultra-bialkali photocathodes. The common timing signal from the
12th dynodeswas amplified and fed into a 12 bit, 5Gs s−1 waveformdigitizer. ACRTof∼250 ps FWHMwas
obtainedwith 4 mm×4 mm×10 mmLYSO:Ce crystals coupled to theMA-PMTwith ultra-bialkali
photocathode (QE∼37%at 420 nm, TTS∼0.34 ns).

Another type of dynodewith good timing properties is the so-calledmicrochannel plate (MCP). It typically
consists of a two-dimensional array of glass capillaries (the ‘channels’), eachwith an inner diameter in the order
of∼10 μmandwith the inner wall processed to have the proper resistance and secondary emissive properties. A
voltage gradient is applied along the length of the capillaries, so that each channel acts as an independent electron
multiplier. The length of the channels typically is in the order of∼1 mm. By placing theMCP at a similarly short
distance from aflat photocathode, the electron path lengths are kept as short as possible. Amulti-channel
arrangement similar to theMA-MPT is possible, by placing a two-dimensional array of anode pads behind the
MCP. As inMA-PMTs, gain non-uniformity can be an issue in suchMA-MCP-PMTs. The TTS of a small,
single-anodeMCP-PMT can be as low as∼25 ps FWHM.Adisadvantage is that part of the photoelectrons
backscatter on the front surface of theMCP. These typically showup as delayed peaks in the anode pulses of
MCP-PMTs exposed to short light pulses. Thus, they still contribute to the integral charge collected, but the time
information carried by the backscattered photoelectrons ismostly lost. The fraction of electrons that backscatter
is determined by the ratio of the open area to the total effective area of theMCP.

Choong (2010) tested a commercialMA-MCP-PMTwith a photosensitive area of 53 mm×53 mmand
8×8 anode pads. TheTTSwasmeasured to be 120 ps FWHM,while the SPTS showed the expected tail due to
backscattered photoelectrons. Using a 4 mm×4 mm×10 mmLSO:Ce crystal coupled at different positions
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to theMCP-PMT, he found an average time resolution of 252±7 ps FWHM in the central region, which
degraded to 280±9 ps FWHMfor edge pixels and 316±15 ps FWHMfor corner pixels. Kim et al (2012)
performedmeasurements with 3 mm×3 mm×10 mmLYSO:Ce crystals coupled to the center of similar
commercialMCP-PMTs read out with transmission-line strips and 5Gs s−1 waveformdigitizers. They reported
aCRTof 309 ps FWHM.The large-area picosecond photodetector collaboration recently developed a
20 cm×20 cmMCP-PMTwith position-sensitive readout using transmission-line strips (Adams et al 2015).
Achieving good performancewhile lowering the costs ofmanufacturing per unit area is a key objective of this
project. The TTS,measured using a∼1 mmdiameter laser beam scanned over a 7 mm×7 mmarea, was
reported to be 120±14 ps FWHM.

Anovel type of dynode currently under development is the so-called tynode (van derGraaf et al 2017), i.e. a
transmission dynode in the formof planar, ultra-thin, electron-emittingmembranesmanufactured in
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology. The idea is to stack several of thesemembranes on top of
each other, with a planar photocathode placed directly above the stack. Electrons impinging on the top surface of
the top tynode cause the emission of several electrons from the bottom surface, which are accelerated towards
the next tynode, and so on. The stack can bemounted onto a pixel chip, resulting in a planar PMTwith a
thickness in the order of 1 mm.High 2Dposition resolution and potentially excellent TTS are expected, due to
the very short electron path lengths. It has been estimated that a transmission secondary electron yield (TSEY)
>4 is required tomake this concept practical (Bilevych et al 2016). Recently, TSEY values of up to 5.5 have been
measured (Prodanovic 2019).

4.2.3. SPTR versus TTS
Manufacturers of single-photon sensors specify the temporal properties of their devices using several
parameters. These can be subdivided into parameters characterizing the single-photon timing performance and
the shape of the output pulses. For example, PMTmanufacturers commonly use the TTS as ameasure of timing
performance and furthermore report the rise time, fall time, and FWHMof the SER. A reasonably fast PMT
might e.g. have a TTS of∼0.5 ns, a SER rise time of∼1 ns, and a fall time that is typically∼3 times longer.
Knowledge of both the TTS and the SER is neededwhenmodeling the signal formation of a scintillator-PMT
combination in detail, e.g. when using themodels ofHyman (1965) or Seifert et al (2012c).

Manufacturers of solid-state single-photon sensors typically use the SPTR as ameasure of timing
performance.What is the relationship between SPTR andTTS? Let us examine how the TTS ismeasured in
practice. The photocathode is uniformly illuminated by a pulsed laser,making sure that nomore than one
photon hits the photocathode per pulse. The PMToutput is fed into a time-pickoff circuit (e.g. a CFD) and a
histogramof the time differences between the laser pulses and the corresponding PMTanode pulses is recorded.
The TTS is quoted as the FWHM (or standard deviation) of themeasured time difference spectrum.Now, let us
examine two extreme cases. First, we assume that the anode pulses have infinitesimal width. In this case, the
width ofmeasured histogram is determined by the variation in signal transit times only. In the second case, we
assume that there is noTTS, but the SER has afinite rise and fall time. Thewidth of the histogram is then
determined by the slope-over-noise ratio of the SER at the point where it crosses the discriminator threshold
(Knoll 2010). The slope at threshold crossing is determined by the shape of the SER and the PMTgain, while the
noise is primarily determined by the photocathode dark current (magnified by the same gain as the signal) and
the electronmultiplication statistics. (Note that external contributions, e.g. due to laser jitter,may be corrected
for bymeasuring the instrument response function (IRF) of themeasurement setup.) In practice, TTS
measurements are somewhere in between these two extremes. In other words, themeasured time difference
spectrum includes contributions fromTTS aswell as noise. Thus, it completely characterizes the SPTRof a
vacuumPMT. Indeed, themeasured TTS is equal to the SPTRdefined in chapter 2, provided that the light
source illuminates the photocathode uniformly.

The reason that the termTTS, rather than SPTR, is commonly used for vacuumphotomultipliers is of
historic origin and reflects the fact that the spread in the transit times of the photoelectrons to the first dynode
constitutes the largest contribution to the SPTRof classic PM tubes. As this contribution is greatly reduced in
some of themore novel vacuumphotomultiplier technologies, itmay be appropriate to start using the term
SPTR for such devices.

4.3. Silicon photomultipliers
The interest to replace PMTs in PETdetectors by semiconductor photosensors exists for several decades already.
Advantages of solid-state light sensors over PMTs include a high PDE, low-voltage operation, small size,
flexibility in sensor geometric design, ruggedness, and unperturbed performance in strongmagnetic fields.
These properties enable the development of newdetector designs aimed at, for example, compactness, high
resolution, DOI capability, andMRI compatibility.
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PETdetectors based on (p–i–n) photodiodes and avalanche photodiodes (APDs)were explored by various
authors in the 1990s and early 2000s (Budinger 1998,Humm et al 2003, Lewellen 2008, Peng and Levin 2010). A
main limitation of the photodiode is its lack of internal amplification. In this respect, APDs represented a
significant improvement. APDs operate at a large reverse bias (typically several hundreds of volts), giving rise to a
high electric field strength in the depletion region of the diode. Charge carriers created upon the absorption of a
scintillation photon are accelerated in thisfield and produce additional ionizations, resulting in the creation of
an avalanche. A proportional gain in the order of 102–103 can be achieved in this way.Moreover, the PDEof an
APD can be higher than 90%.

APDs have found application in (prototype)PET and PET/MRI systems for e.g. small-animal, organ-
specific, and plant imaging (Auffray et al 2006, Spanoudaki et al 2006, Catana et al 2008, Judenhofer et al 2008,
Bergeron et al 2009, Bugalho et al 2009, Beer et al 2010,Herzog et al 2011, Schulz et al 2011, Kolb et al 2012).
Moreover, theywere used in the first commercial whole-body clinical PET/MRI system (Delso et al 2011).
Unfortunately, the response of APDs tends to be relatively slow (typically exhibiting a∼10 ns signal rise time),
due to their relatively large diode capacitance. Thismakes it difficult to achieve a time resolution sufficiently
good for TOF-PETusingAPDs.

Amore recent development in the field of solid-state photosensors is the so-called silicon photomultiplier.
Figure 8 shows examples of a single SiPM (left) and a 4×4 SiPMarray, inwhich each of the individual SiPMs

Figure 8.Photographs of (left) a 6 mm×6 mmsingle SiPMchip (BroadcomAFBR-S4N66C013) and (right) a SiPMarray comprising
4×4 SiPMs (‘pixels’) of 4 mm×4 mmeach (BroadcomAFBR-S4N44P163). Dead space between the SiPMchips isminimized due
to the use of through-silicon via (TSV) technology; the second image from the left shows the soldering balls on the backside of the
6 mm×6 mmchip. Reproducedwith permission fromBroadcom Inc.

Figure 9. Left:microscope image of the front surface of a BroadcomAFBR-S4N44C013 SiPM, showing the two-dimensional array of
30 μm×30 μmSPADs andmetallization (courtesy of Broadcom Inc.). Right: parallel electrical connection ofmany SPADs in a
SiPM; the symbol Vbb denotes the bias voltage and Rin is the input resistance of the readout circuit. Reprinted fromSchaart (2020)
with permission fromSpringer.
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(also called pixels) can be read out individually (right). These devices are of great interest to TOF-PET as they
offer a high PDE, a high internal gain, and a relatively fast response. SiPMs can be fabricated using
complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology, enabling low-cost productionwhen
manufacturing large quantities. SiPMs operate at bias voltages of several tens of volt only. The history of
development and the principles of operation of (analog) SiPMs have been reviewed bymany authors, e.g.
(Renker 2006, Renker and Lorenz 2009, Roncali andCherry 2011,Donati andTambosso 2014, Bisogni and
Morrocchi 2016, Acerbi andGundacker 2019, Piemonte andGola 2019, Gundacker andHeering 2020,
Vinogradov and Popova 2020). Inwhat follows, the focuswill therefore be on timing aspects.

4.3.1. SiPM topology and principle of operation
The presentlymost common implementation of the SiPMcomprises a large number (typically 102 –105) of
APDs operated inGeigermode and aligned in a two-dimensional array as shown infigure 9 (left). These
elements are commonly referred to as single-photon avalanche diodes ormicrocells. The SPADs are electrically
connected in parallel as shown infigure 9 (right), such that the SiPMoutput current equals the sumof the
currents produced by thefired SPADs. Devices with this topology are sometimes called analog SiPMs to
distinguish them from their digital counterparts, which are discussed in section 4.3.6.

Figure 10 shows an example of the cross-sectional structure of the SPADs in a SiPM. They are operated at a
reverse bias voltage Vbb that exceeds the breakdown voltageVbd by a few volts. In this regime a triggered
avalanche becomes self-sustaining and continues until it is quenched. Inmost SiPMs this is achieved using a
quench resistor placed in series with the diode, as indicated infigure 9 (right).

The gain of a SPAD (typically in the order of 105–107) ismuch higher than that of anAPD that is operated in
proportionalmode. The total charge released in a discharge is independent of the number of initial charge
carriers (Popova et al 2015). Thus, a SPAD can detect one photon at a time; it is indeed a single-photon counter.
Themassive parallel connection ofmany SPADs in a SiPMallows for a nearly proportional response if the light
intensity is sufficiently low, i.e. if there is a negligible probability thatmore than one photonwill hit any SPAD
during the time it takes to fully recharge.

SiPMs have a number of non-idealities that can affect the performance of a PETdetector. The review papers
cited in the first paragraph of this section provide useful information and references on these effects, therefore
only some essential points are highlighted here. For example, the gain is a function of the voltage-over-
breakdown = -V V V ,ob bb bd whereVbd depends on temperature. To achieve stable gain, the SiPM temperature
may need to be controlled and/orVbb may need to be adjusted continuously to the device temperature.
Furthermore, dark counts occur due to the triggering of avalanches by thermally generated electron–hole (e–h)
pairs andfield-assisted generation of free electrons. Thermal generation is often dominant at room temperature
and the resulting dark count rate (DCR) increases with temperature. TheDCRof a SiPM furthermore increases
with increasingVob and device area. Room-temperature DCR values of commercial SiPMs have decreased from
the∼MHzmm−2 level to less than 100 kHzmm−2 for some devices. Fortunately, because of the relatively short
(<1 μs) signal integration times used in PET, the relative contribution of dark counts to the total integrated
charge per event can usually be kept small.

A fundamental non-ideality of any SiPM is that its response is inherently non-proportional due to the
combined effects of saturation, afterpulsing, and crosstalk. The response can be expressed as:

Figure 10. Schematic cross-section of two adjacent SPADs of a SiPMmanufactured in n-on-p technology. Reprinted fromAcerbi et al
(2014b)with permission from the authors and IEEE.
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where Nf is the equivalent number offired SPADs, defined as the ratio of the total signal charge and the charge
due to a singlefired SPAD,while h=N Npt pd a is the number of primary triggers, i.e. the number of photons that
trigger a discharge in one of the SPADs. Saturation occurs when SPADs are triggered bymore than one photon
during their recharge time. Afterpulses are due to charge carriers trapped during aGeiger discharge and released
at a later time, triggering a new avalanche. The SPAD recharge time, overvoltage, and temperature influence the
afterpulsing probability, which typically has a value in the order of 0.1%–10%at room temperature. Crosstalk
between SPADs is caused by the optical photons producedwithin an avalanche, whichmay trigger discharges in
neighboring SPADs. The crosstalk probabilitymay be in the order of 1%–20%and is influenced by the structure
of the device and the overvoltage.

A simplemodel of the influence of saturation on the response of SiPMs is applicable to instantaneous light
pulses only and furthermore assumes that crosstalk, afterpulsing, and dark counts are absent. The lower limit of
the SiPM response is reached under these conditions. For a SiPM that consists of Nspads SPADs, this lower limit
equals:
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This simplemodelmay be insufficient if the influences of crosstalk and afterpulsing are not negligible and/
or the light pulse is not instantaneous, such as in a PET scintillation detector. An analyticalmodel of the SiPM
response, applicable to exponentially decaying as well as instantaneous light pulses, has been developed byVan
Dam et al (2010). Other authors have developedMonte Carlomodels of SiPMs coupled to scintillators, e.g.
Pulko et al (2012). Furthermore, Jha et al (2013)developed a comprehensive but computationally efficient,
combined discrete-time discrete-eventMonte Carlomodel that can be used to simulate not only the expectation
value, but also the variance of the SiPM response to light pulses of any shape.

4.3.2. Single-SPAD response of analog SiPMs
Tounderstand the timing properties of a SiPM, it is useful tofirst consider the signal producedwhen a discharge
occurs in one of its SPADs, the so-called single-SPAD response (SSR). Figure 11 shows an equivalent circuit
commonly used to simulate the SSR of SiPMs. The active SPAD comprises a reverse-biased photodiodewith
capacitance C .d This diode is placed in series with a quench resistor Rq that has a parasitic or intentional parallel
capacitance C .q The -N 1spads remaining SPADs are represented by the corresponding quantities in the
‘passive’ section of the equivalent circuit. The quantity Cm denotes the parasitic capacitance permicrocell, hence
N Cspads m equals the total parasitic capacitance of the SiPM. This termmainly represents the capacitance of the
metal grid, while the capacitance of the bonding pads can be included aswell.

The closing of the switch S in the active SPAD represents the triggering of a discharge by a photon. At the
moment t0 the switch is closed, the difference betweenVbb andV ,bd i.e.V ,ob instantly appears across R ,d which
represents the internal resistance of the diode space-charge region. The resulting current through Rd can be
described according toMarano et al (2014):

Figure 11.Equivalent circuit used tomodel the firing of a single SPAD in a SiPM. The branchwithin the dashed box is sometimes
replaced by a current source ( )i t .d See text for explanation of the other symbols.
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where /=I V R0 ob d and:
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The current ( )i td causes the voltage at the nodeDbetween the diode and the quench resistor to decrease
exponentially from the bias voltageVbb toVbd (relative to the anode). To hold the cathode atV ,bb the bias supply
must deliver a current ( )i tin that is proportional to ( )i td and passes through the input resistance R .in In the ideal
case inwhich themeasured signal is not affected by bandwidth or slew-rate limitations, its rise-time constant
therefore equals t ,d which can be in the range of tens of picoseconds.

The switch remains closed until ( )i td reaches the threshold value Iq belowwhich the avalanche is no longer
self-sustaining. At that point, the switch opens tomimic the quenching of the avalanche. Since I I ,q 0 the total
charge that hasflown through the diode can be approximated by:

( ) ( ) ( )ò t» = » +
¥

Q i t dt I V C C . 23
t

d 0 d ob d q
0

The SiPMgain thus equals /=G Q e,with e the unit electron charge.
After the switch has been re-opened, the SPADwill return to its initial state and, consequently, ( )i tin will

return to zero. This process is governed by two time constants, corresponding with the two real poles of the
small-signal transfer function of the circuit shown infigure 11. Thus, the SSR can bemodeled as (Marano et al
2014):

( ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )= = = + -t t t- - -i t i t N Q A e A e A e1 , 24
t t t

ssr in f p1 p2 dp1 p2 d

where A ,d Ap1 and Ap2 are positive constants, defined such that the integral of the termbetween brackets equals
unity.

The SSRmodel given in equation (24) is characterized by a rise-time constant td and fall-time constants tp1

and t ,p2 as illustrated infigure 12 (left). One often speaks of tp1 and tp2 as the ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ components of the
SSR, respectively (Dolinsky et al 2015). Note that tp1 is also called the SiPM recharge- (or recovery-) time
constant. The values of tp1 and tp2 are given by:
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In the derivation of equations (25) and (26), it has been assumed that C C ,m d but, in contrast with
Marano et al (2014), not necessarily C C .m q

The recharge-time constant tp1 reaches aminimumvalue of ( )+R C Cq d q for R 0.in Thus, tp1

parameterizes the charging of Cd (and the corresponding discharging of Cq) through R .q Typical values of tp1 are
in the order of∼10 to∼100 ns. A small value of tp1 is beneficial for obtaining good time resolutionwith
scintillators, as will be discussed in section 4.3.4.

Figure 12. Left: single-SPAD response of 1 mm×1 mmand 6 mm×6 mmSiPMs, bothmeasured at 300 MHz bandwidth. Right:
SSR of a 1 mm×1 mmSiPMmeasured at different bandwidths. The SiPMswere all based on the same 40 μmSPAD and all
measurements were performed at 0 °Cand Vob=4 V.Data taken fromAcerbi andGundacker (2019)with permission from the
authors.
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The fast time constant tp2 infirst-order approximation is proportional to N R C .spads in q Typical values of tp2

are in the order of nanoseconds. In practice, the fast component of the SSR is only visible if the readout circuit
has sufficiently high bandwidth and Rin is kept sufficiently small. It is noted that the fraction of the total charge Q
containedwithin the fast component increases if the ratio /C Cq d becomes larger. Remembering that td and Q
are proportional to +C Cd q (equations (22) and (23), respectively), it follows that increasing /C Cq d for a given
value of +C Cd q can improve the timing performance of a SiPMdesign.

Furthermore, equations (25) and (26) show that both tp1 and tp2 decrease if Nspads ismade smaller. Since td

and Q are determined by the SPADdesign only (equations (22) and (23), respectively), it follows that the initial
slope of the SSR is highest for small values of N .spads Indeed, themeasured SSR curves of a 1mm2 and a 36mm2

SiPMbased on the same SPAD infigure 12 (left) illustrate that small SiPMs are favorable for detecting single
photonswith high time resolution.

Several variations of the SiPMequivalent circuit shown infigure 11 exist. The use of the switch S for
modeling the triggering of a dischargewas proposed by Seifert et al (2009), in accordance with the elementary
work fromHaitz (1964) and the single-SPADmodel fromCova et al (1996). Several authors have adopted this
approach (Marano et al 2013, Acerbi andGundacker 2019) and/or extended it (Villa et al 2015).Marano et al
(2014) facilitated themathematical analysis of the circuit by substituting the series connection ofV ,bd R ,d and S
by the current source ( )i td defined in equation (21), as indicated by the dashed box in figure 11. The results of
such analysis have been summarized above. Jha et al (2013)derived an alternative analytical expression of the
SSR, replacing equation (21) by a double-exponential function to account for the fact that the build-up of the
avalanche takes a finite amount of time. In contrast, simplymodeling ( )i td as a very short current pulse can be
sufficient when accuratemodeling of the rising edge of the SSR is less important (Corsi et al 2007, Condorelli et al
2011, Licciulli andMarzocca 2016).

4.3.3. Single-photon timing properties of analog SiPMs
The high internal gain and relatively fast response of SiPMs (section 4.3.2)make them attractive for use in TOF-
PETdetectors. Aswith any photosensor, this requires that the first scintillation photons have a high probability
of being detected. In principle, efficient crystal-sensor coupling is facilitated by the high refractive index of
silicon, e.g. »lR 5 at 420 nm, the peak emissionwavelength of L(Y)SO:Ce.However, the scintillator is usually
not in direct contact with Si; besides the fact that a surface passivation layer is required for good sensor
performance,most SiPMaremechanically protected using e.g. an epoxy or glass cover, typically with a refractive
index of about∼1.5. Thus, crystal-sensor coupling issues similar to the case of vacuumphotomultipliers
commonly arise (section 4.2.1). In fact, the small size of SiPMs canmake it evenmore challenging to avoid light
loss. For example, bond-wire trenches or other gaps can act as light sinks, especially in SiPMarrays assembled
fromdiscrete SiPMs. The introduction of arrayswith very small inter-SiPM gaps, based on four-side-buttable
sensor chips in TSVpackages, is an important improvement in this regard.

The PDE hpd of a SiPMat sparse illumination conditions is often described as the product of its so-called fill
factor (FF), theQEof the SPADs, and the trigger probability P .trig The FF simply equals the sumof the SPAD
active areas divided by the total device area. SiPMs typically have a FF in the range of 20%–80%. TheQEof a
SPAD equals the probability that a photon incident on its active area creates an e–hpair capable of initiating an

Figure 13. Single-photon timing spectra of a single 20 μmSPAD, for Vob=1.0 V (green curve), 2.5 V (orange curve), and 6.5 V (blue
curve). The dashed curve represents aGaussian fit to the SPTSmeasured at 6.5 V.© 2014 IEEE. Reprintedwith permission, from
Acerbi et al (2014a).
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avalanche, while Ptrig is the probability that such an e–hpair triggers a pulse of adequate gain to be counted
(Dautet et al 1993). The trigger probability depends on the position at which the primary e–hpair is generated, as
well as the electric field shape and strength. It increases with increasingV .ob TheQEmay reach values above 90%
within a limited range of wavelengths if proper antireflection coatings are applied. The PDE can thus be tuned to
the scintillator emission spectrumby adapting the SPADdesign, see figure 5 for an example. Below about
∼400 nm,most photons are absorbed in a shallow layer of Si (<0.1 μm) and special processing of the SPADs is
necessary to avoid that the resulting e–h pairs recombine at the surface. SiPMs optimized for vacuumultraviolet
wavelengths have thus been developed (Sato et al 2013). Conversely, SPADs have to bemade relatively thick for
the efficient detection of red light. Above about∼800 nm, the absorption coefficient of Si becomes so low that
photonsmay penetrate even thick SPADswithout being absorbed.

SiPMs are currently available with PDE values of about∼60%at 420 nm (Gola et al 2019), significantly
exceeding those of state-of-the-art vacuumphotomultipliers. It is noted that the accuratemeasurement of SiPM
PDE curves is not trivial and that resultsmay depend on themethod used. In particular, care should be taken to
eliminate the influence of crosstalk and afterpulsing; these effects do not contribute to the efficiency of the sensor
but represent sources of (correlated)noise.

Before discussing the SPTRof a SiPM, it is instructive to consider the SPTRof a single SPAD. Figure 13
showsmeasured examples of the SPTS of a 20 μmSPADat differentV .ob The SPTS is often described as
consisting of aGaussian part (indicated by the dashed line forVob=6.5 V) and an exponential tail. The tail is
caused by charge carriers photogenerated in the neutral region beneath the active junction, which reach the
multiplication region by diffusion (Ripamonti andCova 1985). The diffusion tail can be suppressed through
propermodification of the SPADdesign (Ghioni et al 2007), as illustrated infigure 13. In that case, the SPTR is
primarily determined by the FWHMof theGaussian part, which is due to photons absorbed in the depletion
region. Thewidth of theGaussian part is determined by several factors (Lacaita et al 1993, Spinelli and
Lacaita 1997, Sciacca et al 2003). These include (1) the drifting of the photo-generated charge carriers to the
multiplication region, resulting in a time spread in the order of∼10 ps perμmthickness of the depletion layer;
(2)fluctuations in the subsequent development of the avalanche, determined by longitudinal avalanche
multiplication statistics and lateral spreading of the avalanche (Knoetig et al 2014, Popova et al 2015); and (3)
non-uniformity of the electric field across the SPADactive area, giving rise to different avalanche build-up
characteristics near the border of the SPAD and aworsening of the SPTR value if thewhole SPAD is illuminated
compared to the center region only (Acerbi et al 2014a, Nemallapudi et al 2016a).

The SPTRof a SPAD improves with increasingV ,ob as illustrated infigure 13. Values in the range of 20–50 ps
FHWMare commonly achieved today (Cova et al 1989, Ghioni et al 2007, Acerbi et al 2014a, Brunner et al 2016,
Nemallapudi et al 2016a, Cates et al 2018, Nolet et al 2018). It is noted that theremay be a trade-off between PDE
and SPTR, especially at longer wavelengths; thick SPADs are required for the efficient detection of red light,
which comes at the expense of an increased spread in charge carrier drift times (Buller andCollins 2010). It is
much easier to achieve goodPDE aswell as SPTR values in the blue region.

Infirst-order approximation, onemight expect that the SPTRof a SiPM that consists of Nspads parallel-
connected SPADs is equal to that of a single SPADof the same type, since the physics of e–h pair creation and
avalanchemultiplication are the same in each SPAD. In practice, several factors deteriorate the SPTRof a SiPM
compared to that of a single SPAD. These include differences between individual SPADs as well as phenomena
that occur at the level of the device as awhole.

For example, slight differences in the breakdown voltages of different SPADsmay give rise to gain
dispersion. Furthermore, a spread in the quench resistor valuesmay cause the pulse shapes (SSR time constants)
of different SPADs to be different, see equations (22), (25), and (26). Different lengths and impedances of the
metal traces that connect the SPADs to the SiPMoutput padmay cause additional pulse shape variation aswell as
a spread in the pulse propagation times; for SiPMswith areas between 9mm2 and 36mm2, the corresponding
skewswere found to range from several tens to several hundreds of ps, depending on the sensor area and
metallization layout (Seifert et al 2009,Nagano et al 2012, Acerbi et al 2015,Dolinsky et al 2015). Typically, these
skews give rise to a non-Gaussian contribution to the SPTS. It is noted that this contribution is sometimes
referred to as ‘SiPMTTS.’ In this review, however, the termTTS is used exclusively in accordance with
section 4.2.3, i.e. as a historic term for the quantity nowadays referred to as SPTR, which includes all sources of
single-photon time spread.

Spurious pulses are another phenomenon thatworsen themeasured SPTRof a SiPMcompared to a single
SPAD. TheDCR, for example, is proportional to N .spads Dark counts have the same characteristics as photon-
triggered SPADpulses and occur at random times, hence they give rise to a uniform background in a SPTR
experiment.More importantly, the time at which a photon-triggered SPADpulse crosses a given threshold
changes if the pulse happens to sit on the long tail of a preceding dark count. Onemight think of the
corresponding time spread as resulting from low-frequency noise or baseline variation. It is noted that dark
counts also produce crosstalk and afterpulses. TheDCR aswell as the crosstalk and afterpulsing probabilities
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increase with increasingV .ob So, while the SPTRof a single SPAD tends to improvewith increasing V ,ob in a SiPM
this is counteracted by increasing baseline variation due to spurious pulses. Thus, some formof baseline
restoration is often required to achieve optimumSPTRwith SiPMs (see also section 4.3.5).

Finally, a high bandwidth readout circuit is required to preserve the rising edge and fast component of the
SSR of a SiPM (equation (24)). Figure 12 (right) shows examples of SSRmeasurements performed at different
bandwidths.Marano et al (2016)derived an analytical expression of the SSR of a SiPMcoupled to readout
electronics, inwhich Rout and C ,out defined as infigure 14, are used tomodel the−3 dB cut-off frequency of the
readout circuit in the dominant-pole approximation.

Rather than just the bandwidth of the readout electronics, however, the transient response of the entire
SiPM-electronics chain should be considered (Huizenga et al 2012). In particular, the relatively high equivalent
capacitance of a SiPM (up to∼100 pF mm−2) forms anRC filter with the input resistance Rin of the readout
circuit. Figure 15 illustrates the effect of Rin on the SSR.Whereas tp1 equals∼20 ns and the fast component is
clearly visible at Rin = 10Ω (black curve), the recharge-time constant raises to∼60 ns and the fast component
almost disappears at a ‘standard’ input impedance of 50Ω (green curve). Both effects reduce the initial slope of
the SSR. As a result, the contribution of the electronic noise to themeasured SPTR, determined by the slope-
over-noise ratio (Knoll 2010), easily becomes significant, especially for larger SiPMs. Thus, it is important to use
low-noise readout electronics and tomake the input impedance of the readout circuit as low as possible at signal
frequencies.

A factor easily overlooked in this context is the self-inductance of thewiring connections between the SiPM
and the input of the front-end electronics, represented by L in figure 14. It appears that a series inductance of
only a fewnH can already deteriorate the initial slope of the SSR (Seifert et al 2009, Ciciriello et al 2013, Licciulli

Figure 14. Small-signal equivalent circuit of a SiPMconnected to a preamplifierwith transconductance g ,m input resistance R ,in

output resistance R ,out and output capacitance C .out The voltage gain and –3 dB cut-off frequency of the preamplifier are given by
/ =V V g Rout in m out and / p=-f R C1 2 ,3 dB out out respectively. See text for explanation of the other symbols.

Figure 15. Single-SPAD response of a SiPMmodeled according toMarano et al (2014) using Rd=500Ω, Rq=100 kΩ,
Cd=100 pF, Cq=5 pF and nspads=104, for Rin=10Ω (black curve), 22Ω (red curve), 50Ω (green curve), and 100Ω (blue
curve). The inset shows thefirst 10 ns of the same SSR curves. All plots were normalized to unit area under the curve.
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andMarzocca 2016, Calo et al 2019). Thus, thewiring connections should be designed such that L is kept as
small as physically possible.

Cates et al (2018) recently published a study that nicely illustrates all of the above effects. Theymeasured the
SPTRof a single 40 μmSPAD aswell as 1 mm×1 mm, 3 mm×3 mm, and 4 mm×4 mmSiPMs based on
the same SPAD, using a fast readout circuit thatminimized the influence of electronic noise. After subtracting
the remaining noise contribution, applying a correction for amplitudewalk, and compensating for laser jitter,
they obtained ‘intrinsic’ SPTR values of about∼50 ps FWHMfor both the single SPADand the 1 mm×1 mm
SiPM. The corresponding values for the 3 mm×3 mmand 4 mm×4 mmSiPMswere larger (but still well
below 100 ps FWHM), whichwas attributed to the larger differences in trace length in these devices. The authors
also determined the SPTRof other brands of 3 mm×3 mmSiPMs, obtaining values<150 ps FWHM in all
cases and showing the importance of carefully optimizing the readout electronics whenmeasuring the SPTRof
large-area SiPMs.

4.3.4. Timing performance of SiPM-based scintillation detectors
The high PDE and excellent SPTRof contemporary SiPMs (section 4.3.3)make them attractive as an alternative
to PMTs in TOF-PETdetectors. Yet, achieving optimum timing performance from a SiPM-based scintillation
detector imposes a number of challenges.

Afirst difference between SiPMs and PMTs concerns the shape and duration of their response to a single
photon; whereas the SERof a fast PMTmay have a FWHMof a few ns, the recharge-time constant tp1of a SiPM
typically is one or two orders ofmagnitude larger.When the same scintillator is coupled to a PMT and a SiPM
with equal gain, this implies that the initial slope of the SiPM-based detector signal will bemuch smaller,
resulting in a greater sensitivity to electronic noise. For example, figure 16 (left) shows the SERof a typical fast-
timing PMT (black curve) in comparisonwith the SSR of a SiPM.The SiPMhas a recharge-time constant of
∼30 ns and a clearly visible fast component when loadedwith Rin=5Ω (green curve).When Rin is raised to 50
Ω, tp1 increases to∼66 ns and the fast componentmostly disappears (red curve). Figure 16 (right) shows the
corresponding detector output signals when these photosensors are coupled to a scintillator that decays
exponentially with a time constant of 40 ns. Clearly, the SiPM-based detector offers amore favorable pulse when
loadedwith a low input impedance. Nevertheless, the steepest slope is obtainedwith the fast PMT in this
example. Note that the optimum trigger level ismuch lower for the SiPM than for the PMT, both in absolute
terms and as a fraction of the signal peak value.

Additional factors that need to be considered include the SPAD gain spread, dark counts, and crosstalk. The
theory of scintillation detector time resolution by Seifert et al (2012c), whichwas briefly introduced in section 2.2
already, attempts to incorporate all relevant properties of the scintillator, photosensor, and readout electronics.
Here, we briefly review the theory in light of themost recent insights in SiPMperformance.

The fully probabilistic Seifert timingmodel is based on the notion that themeasured output signal of a
SiPM-based scintillation detector is brought about by a linear combination of so-called single-photon signals

Figure 16. Left: SER of a fast PMT,modeled according toHyman (1965) as a truncatedGaussianwith a FWHMof 3 ns (black curve),
and SSR of a SiPM,modeled according toMarano et al (2016) using Rd=500Ω, Rq=260 kΩ, Cd=80 pF, Cq=20 pF, and
nspads=104, for Rin=5Ω (green curve) and Rin=50Ω (red curve). An electronic bandwidth of 650 MHzwas taken into account in
all cases. The inset shows a scintillation pulse with trise=100 ps and tdecay=40 ns. Right: convolutions of the scintillation pulse and
the SER and SSR curves shown on the left side, using identical colors to identify the different cases. The inset shows the first 15 ns of
these detector output signals. All plots in thisfigurewere normalized to unit area under the curve.
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(SPS, not to be confusedwith the SSR of the SiPM). As described in chapter 2, the absorption of a gammaphoton
at timeQ results in the emission of a number of scintillation photons at different times t .ne, When a scintillation
photon arrives at the SiPM, itmay trigger the discharge of a SPAD; in section 4.3.1 this was defined as a primary
trigger. The resulting SPS is the outcome of a cascade of physical processes, summarized infigure 17 and
discussed inmore detail below. It is assumed that all pertinent variables are IID.

The single-photon signal ( )v tsps is evaluated at the point ofmeasurement, i.e. the time-pickoff circuit. The
onset of the SPS at this point ofmeasurement is denoted as t ,pt where the subscript indicates that the observed
signal is due to a primary trigger. (Note that signal transportmay give rise to a delay between the closing of the
switch S infigure 11 and t ,pt hence t t .pt 0 )The probability ( ∣ )p v tvsps

for the SPS to assume a value v at a given

time t is determined by (1) the distribution of t ,pt whichwill be called the primary trigger distribution ( )p t ,tpt
and

(2) the probability distributions governing the formation of the SPS. Both are discussed in the following.
In terms of the parameters introduced in chapter 2, the primary constituent of ( )p ttpt

is the scintillation

photon emission function ( ∣ )Qp t .te
One furthermore has to take into account the factors that contribute to the

spread in the delays -t tpt e for those photons that give rise to a primary trigger. These are described by the
optical transfer time distribution ( )p ttot

and the SPTS ( )p t .tpd
Thus, ( )p ttpt

equals the convolution of ( ∣ )Qp tte

and ( )p tttrans
defined in equation (11). In the infinitesimal-crystal approximation, this reduces to the convolution

of the emission function and the SPTS.Note that ( )p ttpt
and the detected photon distribution ( )p ttd

defined in

equation (5) have the same shape, but that there are subtle differences inmeaning and usage thatwarrant
different notation.

Themodeling of the formation of the SPS is based on the following description of the SSR:

( ) ( ) ( )=v t a f t , 27ssr

where it is assumed that the shape ( )f t of the SSR is the same for all SPADs, while the peak amplitude a is
allowed to vary according to aGaussian distributionwithmean ā and standard deviation s .a Note that the SSR is
written as a voltage (see equation (24)). Also note that the potential causes of SSR shape variation discussed in
section 4.3.3 are ignored in equation (27). The advantage of this approximation is that both ( )f t and the
distribution of a can bemeasured in a straightforwardway (Seifert et al 2012c).

As illustrated infigure 17, a primary triggermay lead to a single SPADpulse (SPSpt) or a superposition of a
SPSpt and a crosstalk pulse (SPSpt+ct). The contribution of crosstalk to ( ∣ )p v tvsps

ismodeled on the basis of the

SiPMcrosstalk probability Pct and a PDF ( )p ttct
that governs the delay tct between the primary and crosstalk

pulses.Measurement of Pct is relatively straightforward (Seifert et al 2012c). The distribution ( )p ttct
will be

discussed later in this section.
The resulting description of ( ∣ )p v tvsps

is used to calculate the corresponding expectation value [ ∣ ]E v tsps and

variance [ ∣ ]v tVar sps as a function of time. These apply to the SPS triggered by each of the Npt primary triggers.
Note that Npt varies from event to event, as determined by the light yield and energy resolution of the scintillator,
as well as theOTE and the photosensor PDE. Taking these factors into account, the time-dependent expectation
value [ ∣ ]SE v t and the variance [ ∣ ]Sv tVar of the SiPM signal ( )Sv t in response to a scintillation pulse can be
calculated. Electronic noise is included in the signal variance as an additive term s .el

2 Together this yields:

[ ∣ ] ¯ [ ∣ ] ( )=SE v t N E v t , and: 28pt sps

Figure 17. Schematic representation of the branching event cascade for a given single-photon signal (SPS) indicating the event
timeline and the resulting SPSwith (gray) andwithout (black) crosstalk. See text for explanation of the symbols. © 2012 IEEE.
Reprintedwith permission from Seifert et al (2012c).
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[ ∣ ] ¯ [ ∣ ] [ ∣ ] ( )s s= + +Sv t N v t E v tVar Var 29pt sps pt
2
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2

el
2

with spt the standard deviation of the number of primary triggers:
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inwhich Rint is the intrinsic energy resolution of the scintillationmaterial (Dorenbos et al 1995).
Finally, the single-detector timing uncertainty is approximated by the ratio of the square root of [ ∣ ]Sv tVar

and the derivative of [ ∣ ]SE v t at the time t̄th at which ( )Sv t is expected to cross a given threshold voltageV ,th with
the result:
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As discussed in section 2.2, Donati et al (1970) have shown that this approximation is valid when N̄pt is large,
as is the case in state-of-the-art TOF-PETdetectors. Note that for two detectors in coincidence, the CRT equals

· · sD »t 2.35 2 t if the tth areGaussian-distributed.
In case Npt is Poisson distributed (Rint→0), crosstalk is negligible (Pct→0), and electronic noise is

negligible aswell (sel→0), equation (31) reduces to:
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Asmentioned in section 2.2, equation (32) is equivalent with the so-called straight response in the timing
model byHyman (1965), with ra representing the SiPMequivalent of the PMTgain dispersion. The equivalence
of the two timingmodels in this special case is noteworthy as theywere derived via conceptually very different
approaches.

Themodel is formulated such that the scintillator- and SiPM-related input parameters can be obtained from
standardmeasurements asmuch as possible.Moreover, no conditions are imposed on the shape of functions
such as ( )p ttot

or ( )p t ,tpd
other than that they fulfill the requirements on a PDF. This implies, for example, that

themodel can be applied to scintillators of any size and shape and that the SPTS can be non-Gaussian. That said,

Figure 18.Comparison between predicted (lines) andmeasured (symbols)CRTof two 3 mm×3 mm×5 mmLYSO:Ce crystals
coupled toHamamatsuMPPC-S10362-33-50C SiPMs, as a function of the threshold voltage Vth and for different Vob. © 2012 IEEE.
Reprintedwith permission, from Seifert et al (2012c).
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a critical assessment of both the terminology and the assumptionsmade in the original paper is warranted in
light of our current knowledge of SiPMs.

For example, Seifert et al (2012c) referred to ( )p ttpd
as the ‘charge carrier TTS.’ In linewithwhat was

discussed in section 4.3.3, the term SPTS now seemsmore appropriate. It is emphasized that the influence of the
SPADgain spread should be eliminated in themeasurement of the SPTS, since this contribution is treated
independently in themodel. Similarly, one shouldminimize the influence of electronic noise, while any
remaining noise should be corrected for. Thework byCates et al (2018) discussed at the end of section 4.3.3 is an
excellent example of how tomeasure the SPTS of SiPMs.

The rationale for the approximationmade in equation (27) has already been discussed. Asmentioned there,
this approximation neglects potential shape differences between the SSRs of different SPADs due to differences
in length and impedance of themetal traces between the SPADs and the SiPMoutput (section 4.3.3). However,
any spread in the pulse propagation delays -t tpt 0 thatmay occur for the same reason are accounted for
by ( )p t .tpd

Another approximation in themodel is that SiPM saturation is ignored; normally this effect is negligible
during the early part of the scintillation pulse, where the optimum trigger point is typically found. For the same
reason, afterpulsing is neglected.

Yet another assumption is that each primary triggermay give rise to a single crosstalk event only. This could
be a limitation in some cases, although the timing deterioration due to the crosstalk pulses generated by
scintillation photons is often found to be small (Seifert et al 2012c, Vinogradov 2015, Gundacker et al 2016). In
addition, ( )p ttct

was assumed to be proportional with the primary discharge current in the original formulation
by Seifert et al (2012c), which is consistent with the recent definition of ‘prompt’ (or direct) optical crosstalk by
Piemonte andGola (2019). Treating all crosstalk events as prompt crosstalk represents aworst-case
approximation from a timing perspective; so-called ‘delayed’ optical crosstalk events occur at a later time on
average and are less likely to affect the SiPM signal ( )Sv t at the optimum trigger time. Since the formalism
accepts any PDF for ( )p t ,tct

amore detailed definition of this function that accounts for prompt aswell as delayed
crosstalk could be incorporated in themodel if necessary.

Figure 18, taken from the original paper, compares the predicted andmeasuredCRTof two LYSO:Ce-SiPM
detectors as a function of the trigger threshold and for different values ofV .ob The general shape of the curves
shows a striking similarity with the single-timestamp results (crosses) infigure 4. Even though a given threshold
level does not correspondwith a unique number offired SPADS, this similarity is consistent with the assumption
that the shape of the curves is dominated by photon counting statistics (Seifert et al 2012b).

Figure 18 furthermore illustrates thatVth andVob need to be jointly optimized. As the PDE and SPTR
improvewith increasingV ,ob the best CRT is found atVob = 2.12 V in this experiment. Since the optimum
threshold voltage is only a few times higher than the amplitude of the SSR, onewould expect that the influence of
the scintillator energy resolution (amplitudewalk) is small, potentially favoring the use of simple, low-noise
time-pickoff solutions, such as a LED, overmore complicated circuits. Indeed, Seifert et al (2012c) found that the
use of a CFD instead of a LED (both applied computationally to previously sampledwaveforms) improved the
measuredCRTby less than 2%.Of course, in cases inwhich a suboptimal threshold and/or a verywide energy

Figure 19.CRT versus Vob measuredwith 2 mm thick, Teflon-wrapped LYSO:Ce scintillators coupled to 2 mm×2 mmFBKRGB
SiPMs, at different temperatures, comparedwith the corresponding excess charge factor due to the scintillator (ECFS), i.e. the ratio of
themeasured dark current (dark counts plus crosstalk pulses generated by dark counts)with andwithout the scintillator on top of the
SiPM. Reproduced fromGola et al (2014). © 2014 Institute of Physics and Engineering inMedicine. All rights reserved.
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window is used, walk compensationmay still be beneficial (Du et al 2017). Also, the dependence of the SiPMgain
on temperature (see section 4.3.1) implies that the optimum threshold voltagemy drift over time unless the
SiPMgain is stabilized. Thismay be achieved, for example, by temperature regulation or automated adjustment
ofVob as a function of device temperature.

It wasmentioned before that the influence on theCRTof crosstalk pulses generated by scintillation photons
tends to be small. Crosstalk can nevertheless affect the time resolution of SiPM-based scintillation detectors in a
different way, as shown byGola et al (2014). Figure 19 shows themeasuredCRTof such a detector as a function
ofVob at different temperatures. The curves can be explained in terms of the Seifert timingmodel.

That is, up to about∼2 V, theCRT is limited by the electronic noise term in equation (31) and the rapid
improvement with increasingVob is due to the increase of both the PDE (hence, N̄pt) and the SPADgain (hence,
ā). It is noted that Gola et al (2014) eliminated the influence of dark count-induced baselinefluctuations using an
analogfiltering technique.Hence, only the (constant)noise of the readout electronics is included in the slope-
over-noise ratio in thisVob region.

Between about∼3 and∼6 V, readout noise is no longer dominant. In line with Seifert et al (2012c), wemay
assume that also the scintillator energy resolution and crosstalk contribute little to theCRT at these values ofV .ob

In otherwords, we are now in the regimewhere equation (31) tends to reduce to equation (32). TheCRT keeps
decreasing since both the PDE (hence, N̄pt) and the SPTR (hence, ( )p ttpt

) improvewith increasingV .ob

Onewould expect this trend to continue until the improvement of the PDE and SPTR saturates and/or the
DCRbecomes so large that adequate baseline restoration is no longer possible. The latter effect would give rise to
an increase of the electronic noise term in equation (31). In fact, this term is expected to increase steeply above a
certain value ofV ,ob where the crosstalk probability reaches a value of 1 and the number of crosstalk pulses
generated by dark counts starts to diverge. However, Gola et al (2014) stated that the PDEof their SiPM is not yet
saturated atVob=6 V,while crosstalk divergence is normally observed above∼12 Vonly. This paradoxwas
resolvedwhen they found that the presence of the scintillator enhances the optical crosstalk probability. This
external crosstalk componentmakes that divergence occursmore quickly, around∼6 V in this particular
measurement. Because of the temperature dependence of the (intrinsic)DCR, the exact value ofVob at which
divergence occurs is different for each curve infigure 19.

The increasing understanding of the factors that determine the time resolution of SiPM-based scintillation
detectors has led to impressive results in benchtop experiments, which typically employ very small scintillation
crystals to optimize hot and ( )p t .tot

ACRTof∼100 ps FWHMwas achieved for thefirst time in 2009, using

3 mm×3 mm×5 mmLaBr3:Ce(5%) crystals coupled directly to 3 mm×3 mmHamamatsu S10362-33-
050C SiPMswith 50 μmSPADs (Schaart et al 2010). The same valuewas reached a few years later by Schmall et al
(2014)with 4 mm×4 mm×5 mmLaBr3:Ce(30%) crystals coupled to 4 mm×4 mmNUVSiPMs fromFBK
with 50 μmSPADs. This group subsequently achieved aCRT as good as 69 ps FWHMwith 4 mm×4 mm×
5 mmCeBr3 crystals coupled to 4 mm×4 mmFBKNUV-HDSiPMs, which had a better PDE than theNUV
SiPMs used in the previous study (Schmall et al 2016).

Around the same time, other groupswere achieving sub-100 psCRTswith LSO:Ce-like crystals, enabled by
the ongoing development of SiPM technology aswell as the optimization of the scintillationmaterial (see
section 3.2). For example, Nemallapudi et al (2015) coupled 2 mm×2 mm×3 mmLSO:Ce crystals co-doped
with 0.4%Ca to 3 mm×3 mmFBKNUVSiPMswith 40 μmSPADs and reached aCRTof 85 ps FWHM.This
result was later improved to 73 ps FWHMusing the FBKNUV-HDSiPMwith 25 μmSPADs, which reaches a
PDE as high as 55%near 420 nm (Gundacker et al 2016). In themeantime, Cates and Levin (2016) achieved
80 ps FWHMwith 2.9 mm×2.9 mm×3 mmLGSO:Ce(0.025 mol%) crystals coupled to 4 mm×4 mmFBK
NUV-HDSiPMswith 25 μmSPADs, while Piemonte et al (2016) reported aCRTof∼100 ps FHWMwith
3 mm×3 mm×5 mmLYSO:Ce crystals coupled to the same type of SiPMs. In amore recent experiment,
Gundacker et al (2019) coupled their 2 mm×2 mm×3 mmLSO:Ce,Ca(0.4%) crystals to 4 mm×4 mm
FBKNUV-HDSiPMwith 40 μmSPADs (providing a higher fill factor than the 25 μmdevice) and no entrance
window (enabling direct coupling of the crystal to the bare SiPM). The authors estimate that roughly∼44%of
the emitted scintillation light was detected in this setup. Using a readout circuit similar to that developed by
Cates et al (2018) for SPTRmeasurements, they achieved an impressive CRTof∼58 ps FWHM.

Such lowCRT values are not yet achieved in SiPM-basedwhole-body TOF-PET systems, for which the
current state-of-the art is in the range of 200–400 ps FWHM (Hsu et al 2017, Zhang et al 2018,Deng et al 2019,
Rausch et al 2019, van Sluis et al 2019). In part, this difference is due to the use ofmuch larger crystals, possibly in
combinationwith light-sharing techniques, and the associated deteriorating effect of suboptimal hot and ( )p ttot

on the potential timing performance. The readout electronics challenges encountered in suchmultichannel
systems are another factor of importance, therefore thesewill be briefly discussed in the next section.
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4.3.5. Readout of SiPM-based scintillation detectors
In section 4.3.2 it was discussed that high-bandwidth readout electronics are required to preserve the rising edge
and fast component of the SSR of a SiPM, see e.g.figure 12 (right). It was furthermore explained that the high
sensor capacitancemay result in unfavorable shaping of the SSR unless the preamplifier input impedance is kept
small at signal frequencies (figure 15). Likewise, the initial slope of the SiPM signal in response to a scintillation
pulsewas found to improve strongly when the input impedance, including the series inductance of thewire
connections, is kept to aminimum (figure 16).

An interesting way tomitigate these requirements is by equipping the SiPMwith an additional terminal that
is parallel-connected to all of the individual diodes through small capacitances (Dolinsky et al 2013, Yeom et al
2013, Jackson et al 2014). Such a ‘fast’ output can have an equivalent capacitance that is one or two orders of
magnitude smaller than the anode–cathode capacitance. The gain is similarly reduced, but the SSR is
significantly faster.Meanwhile, the anode–cathode pulse can be optimized independently for energy
determination.

Another approach is bootstrapping, inwhich signal is passed from the cathode to the anode to balance the
voltage across the device and reduce its effective capacitance. This can e.g. be donewith a transformer, using one
side of the transformer as a low-impedance current loop between the anode and the cathode. Excellent results
can be obtainedwith balanced-to-unbalanced (balun) configurations (Cates et al 2018, Gundacker et al 2019) as
well as balanced circuits (Zhang 2016).

Besides the transient response, baseline variation due to the long tails of dark counts can affect theCRTof a
SiPM-based scintillation detector. Various solutions have been proposed. If the full waveform is sampled for
each event, digital baseline restorationmay be performed a posteriori (Schaart et al 2010, Gola et al 2012,
Bieniosek et al 2016a). Onemay also consider high-pass filtering, e.g. bymeans of the previously discussed fast
output (Yeom et al 2013, Jackson et al 2014) or an external CRfilter (Dolinsky et al 2013, Bieniosek et al 2016a).
However, the baselinemay not be restored perfectly, as the application of a simple CRfilter to exponentially
decaying pulses tends to give rise to undershoot. This can be avoided by implementing a pole-zero (PZ)
cancellation circuit rather than aCRfilter in between the SiPMand the preamplifier (Knoll 2010). Indeed, Gola
et al (2013) showed that a short pulsewith a clean return to zero can be obtained if the PZ circuit ismatched
with t .p1

Optimum implementation of such solutions in PET scanners with thousands of channels is less than trivial.
Indeed,multichannel SiPM readout is a topic ofmuch research. As it is impossible to discuss all developments in
detail here, only some general trends are highlighted.

Figure 20. Simplified circuit of the basic building block of a digital SiPM, the so-calledmicrocell, which consists of a SPAD and the
associatedmicrocell electronics. Reprinted fromHaemisch et al (2012). Copyright (2012), with permission fromElsevier. CCBY-NC-
ND3.0.

Figure 21. Schematic representation of a dSiPM.© 2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, fromFrach et al (2009).
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The possibility to digitize thewaveforms of all detector pulses wasmentioned already. Compact and
affordable digitizers with sampling rates>1 GHz exist that facilitatemultichannel implementation of this
approach (Cho et al 2011, Ronzhin et al 2013, Ashmanskas et al 2014, Park et al 2018). Time-multiplexing can be
used to reduce costs, but leads to an increasedDCRon themultiplexed channel (Grant and Levin 2015, Kim et al
2016, Bieniosek et al 2016a,Won et al 2016a). At the time ofwriting, waveform sampling of individual events is
mostly used in research setups.

ManyTOF-PET systems use application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for reading out the SiPMs. A
variety of ASICs has been developed in recent years, offering functionalities such as signal amplification, time
pickoff, and energy determination, as well as secondary functions such as gain and offset regularization. Some
ASICs are user-configurable,making them compatible with different types of SiPMand facilitating the
development of prototype TOF-PET systems.Much effort is spent on the development of ASICs for SiPMs and
the challenges aremanifold; the classical tradeoff between bandwidth and power dissipation is just one of them.
For details, the reader is referred toCalo et al (2019), who have recently reviewed the state-of-the-art in thisfield.

Digitization of the time information provided by anASIC or other front-end circuit can be done using
conventional TDCs.However, several groups have implemented TDC functionality infield-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) (Fishburn et al 2013, Aguilar et al 2015,Won et al 2016b, Kim et al 2018, Venialgo et al 2019).
This is considered an efficient approach asmany PET systems alreadymake use of FPGAs for processing the
digitized data. Some groups even propose FPGA-only readout, feeding the SiPM signals directly into FPGA
input/output (I/O) pins configured to act as voltage comparators (Xi et al 2013, Palka et al 2017,Won and
Lee 2018).

4.3.6. Digital silicon photomultipliers (dSiPMs)
Similar to analog SiPMs, dSiPMs consist of a two-dimensional array of SPADs. Instead of a passive quench
resistor, however, a logic circuit is integrated locally with each SPAD, as indicated in the simplified dSiPM
microcell circuit shown infigure 20. Themicrocell electronicsmonitor the voltage across the SPADand, when
triggered by a discharge, execute an active quenching and recharge cycle.Moreover, each local circuit is
connected to digital readout electronics elsewhere on the chip, such as a timing circuit and a photon counter
(figure 21). Additional electronicsmay be integrated to control the operation of the sensor (including e.g.
functionality for reducing the total DCRbymasking noisy SPADs) and to acquire, (pre-) process, and read out
the signals produced by themicrocells. The state-of-the-art in dSiPM technology and its use in PETdevices has
recently been reviewed (Schaart et al 2016). Therefore, dSiPMswill be discussed only briefly andwith a focus on
timing performance.

Similar to analog SiPMs, the response of a dSiPM is non-proportional except under sparse illumination
conditions. dSiPMs are not affected by after-pulsing, but saturation, crosstalk, and dark counts still play a role.
The lower limit of the response of both analog and digital SiPMs is given by equation (20). VanDam et al (2012b)
developed amore comprehensivemodel of the expected value and variance of the number of photons counted
by a dSiPM in response to a given amount of energy deposited in a scintillator.

The factors influencing the PDEof a SiPMwere discussed in section 4.3.3. Thefill factor is particularly
relevant in the case of dSiPMs; the area taken up by themicrocell electronics, TDCs, and auxiliary electronics can
take up a significant fraction of the total sensor area. This is one of the reasonswhy so-called SPAD/TDCarrays,
a device inwhich each SPAD is connected to its ownTDCand that is used in e.g. 3D optical imaging (Veerappan
et al 2011), are not commonly used in PET detectors. Sincemost of the time information is carried by the first
few scintillation photons, see e.g.figure 4 (left), multiple SPADs can share the sameTDC in dSiPMdesigns
optimized for TOF-PET.

The SPTRof a single SPADwas discussed briefly in section 4.3.3. In a dSiPM, a locally integrated time pickoff
circuit detects the breakdownof a SPAD (figure 20), preventing unfavorable pulse shaping as occurs in analog

Figure 22. Schematic representation of the data acquisition cycle of theDPC3200 digital SiPM. Adapted fromTabacchini et al (2014).
© 2014 IOPPublishing Ltd and SissaMedialab srl. All rights reserved.
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SiPMs (section 4.3.2). In principle, this allows the sensor designer to utilize the steep initial rise of the avalanche
current (equation (21)) and apply a very low threshold level (Ghioni et al 2007). Thismakes the time pickoff
process less sensitive to gain and shape differences between SPADpulses, resulting inmore accurate timing,
better uniformity, and lower sensitivity to temperature drifts at the sensor level. On the other hand, new causes
of time blurring come into play in dSiPMs. For example, the SPTR is affected by propagation time differences
(skews) in the digital trigger network. Thus, careful balancing of the network is required (Haemisch et al 2012,
Mandai andCharbon 2013). Other sources of timing uncertainty include the resolution and nonlinearity of the
on-chip TDCs (which need to be optimized through calibration) and clock distribution jitter.

Besides the PDE and SPTR, the time resolution of a dSiPM-based scintillation detector is influenced by the
rank(s) and the number of detected photon(s)used to estimate the time of interaction (figure 4).Whereas the
threshold level of a time-pickoff circuit connected to an analog SiPMmust be carefully optimized (figure 18), in a
dSiPM this is the case for the logical operations applied to the timing signals produced by themicrocells. In fact,
the fully digital operation of dSiPMsmake them true photon-counting devices, preserving at least partly the
quantized nature of the time information embedded in the optical signal. As a result, theCRLB discussed in
section 2.3 is well suited for the understanding and optimization of dSiPMdesign choices (e.g. the number of
TDCs) and operational parameters (e.g. the trigger settings) (Seifert et al 2012b,Mandai et al 2014, Venialgo et al
2015).

Frach et al (2009) introduced thefirst dSiPMprototype developed specifically for PET. All SPADs in this
device were connected to a single TDCvia a balanced trigger network. Frach et al (2010) subsequently developed
a production version of the device, known today as the PhilipsDigital PhotonCounter (DPC). Each chip (also
called die) comprises 2×2 pixels, each pixel containing 50×64microcells. The four pixels share a pair of
TDCs and an acquisition controller. A valid event in any of the pixels starts the acquisition in all four of them and
the resulting digital data packet contains the photon counts and the timestamp of the trigger signal. Sixteen dies
are combined into a 4×4 array (also called tile), thus providing 8×8 dSiPMs pixels in a 32 mm×32 mm
device (Degenhardt et al 2010). Using so-called neighbor logic, an event in one of the dies can be used to force
data acquisition in one ormore of its neighbors (Haemisch et al 2012).

The trigger network of theDPC can be programmed to timestamp either the first, second, third, or fourth
registered photon of an event.Moreover, the device is equippedwith so-called validation logic, to distinguish
scintillation events fromdark counts (figure 22). That is, once the trigger condition ismet, a second, higher-level
thresholdmust be passedwithin a user-defined validation time to complete the remainder of the acquisition
cycle. Else, a fast reset is issued. Given that the duration of the readout cycle is in the order of hundreds of ns
(limited fundamentally by the time required for integrating the scintillation pulse), such a provision is important
to avoid excessive dead time, especially when the device is operated at low trigger settings and/or at high
temperatures.

The trigger and validation conditions are implemented by subdividing the pixels into so-called sub-pixels
and validation regions, respectively, and applying (configurable) logical interconnections to these sub-regions.
Multiple cellsmay firewithin a given sub-region, but only thefirst can change its logical state. Therefore, both
the trigger and validation processes inherently are of a probabilistic nature and should be configured carefully to
assure optimumoperation of a dSiPM-based scintillation detector. To facilitate this analysis, Tabacchini et al
(2014) derived an analyticalmodel relating the probability of triggering and validation to the number offired
microcells.

The PDE of theDPC exceeds 40% at 420 nm (Kumar et al 2018). Brunner et al (2016) characterized the
timing performance of individual SPADs, single pixels, and full DPC chips using a femtosecond laser. The SPTR
of the SPADswasmeasured to be 48 ps FWHM,whereas the pixels and the entire sensor chipwere found to be
have SPTR values of∼100 ps FWHMand∼170 ps FWHM, respectively, when the 20%noisiest cells were
switched off. The differences between these numbers were attributed to trigger network skews and electronic
contributions. VanDam et al (2013)measured aCRTof∼120 ps FWHMusing twoDPC arrays operated in
coincidence, eachwith a 3 mm×3 mm×5 mmLSO:Ce,0.2%Ca crystal coupled to one of its pixels. In similar
setups, Yeom et al (2014) obtained a value of∼135 ps FWHMwith 3 mm×3 mm×5 mmLYSO:Ce crystals,
Liu et al (2016) obtained aCRTof∼130 ps FWHMusing 2 mm×2 mm×5 mmLYSO:Ce crystals.

TheDPC is the only dSiPMused in a commercial TOF-PET system at the time ofwriting. The sensor tiles are
equippedwithmatrices of 4 mm×4 mm×19 mmLYSO:Ce crystals in a one-to-one coupling geometry and
CRT values between 310 ps FWHMand 330 ps FWHMhave been reported for this system (Zhang et al 2018,
Rausch et al 2019).

Several other dSiPMs are under development for PET. For example, Braga et al (2014) presented the
SPADnet-I sensor, a 9.9 mm×5.5 mmdevice containing 8×16 pixels, each consisting of 4 so-calledmini-
SiPMs that share a datamanagement circuit with photon counting andTDC functionality. The pixels are
connected by anH-tree-like adder network that allowsmonitoring the total photon count at up to 100
Msamples/s, which is used for detecting and initiating the readout of scintillations events. As another example,
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the so-calledmultichannel digital SiPM can timestampup to 48 photons per scintillation pulse while achieving a
fill factor of∼55% (Carimatto et al 2015, Venialgo et al 2015). This ismade possible bymaking use of column-
parallel TDCs.

Three-dimensional integration is an interesting approach to resolve the tradeoff between PDE and SPTR in
dSiPMs. For example, a SPAD array fabricated in a customprocessmay occupy the top tier and a deep-
submicronCMOS technology node can be used as the bottom tier. This allows connecting each SPAD to its own
TDCwithout sacrificing fill factor (Tétrault et al 2015,Nolet et al 2016). In principle, one can calibrate the time
response of each SPAD/TDC channel and compensate for skews occurring at the sensor level. Nolet et al (2018)
designed and tested a 2Dprototype of a single SPAD/TDC channel of such a device. They reported a SPTRof
17.5 ps FWHMfor the complete channel (SPAD, quenching circuit, andTDC), which can be seen as a promising
step towards the development of a full scale 3Ddigital SiPM. The same group recently presented anASIC
comprising a 16×16 array of SPAD readout circuits with in-pixel TDCs and embedded digital signal
processingwith an array timing jitter of∼18 ps after skew correction (Nolet et al 2020).

5.New approaches in TOF-PETdetector development

Chapters 3 and 4 summarize the state-of-the-art in scintillationmaterials and photon sensing technology,
respectively. Innovations in both areas havemade it possible to improve theCRT values of clinical PET scanners
to∼200 ps FWHMat the time ofwriting, while efforts towards∼100 ps research systems are ongoing (Xie et al
2019). The introduction of the SiPMappears to be themain driver of time resolution improvement in clinical
systems during the last∼5 years. This is partly related to the fact that recent SiPMs offer PDE and SPTR values
substantially better than those of PMTs (section 4.3.3). Another important factor is the improvement of the
photon transfer kinetics resulting from the lower degree of light sharing (chapter 2); whereas the number of
crystals in a PMT-based system typically is about two orders ofmagnitude larger than the number of sensor
channels, this ratio is close to or equal to one in SiPM-based systems.

While further development of SiPMperformance can be expected in the coming years, a very important
parameter like the PDE already approaches∼60% in some of the currently available devices. This, together with
the fact that the efficiency and kinetics of optical transfer becomemore important as theCRTbecomes smaller,
necessitates new approaches to allow for substantial further progress. This chapter highlights some of the
developments that could pave theway for sub-100 ps clinical TOF-PET systems, without losing sight of other
crucial performance requirements.

5.1. Time-of-interaction estimators
Chapters 3 and 4 cover a series of developments that have enabled us to significantly increase the amount of time
information available in PETdetector signals. It is crucial to combine such hardware innovations with an
efficient estimator of the time of interactionQ for theCRT to approach theCRLBdiscussed in section 2.3. It was
pointed out in sections 2.4 and 4.3.4 that relatively simple estimators, such as a LED, can approach theCRLB
quite closely in awell-designed SiPM-based detector. Nevertheless, various studies indicate that the CRT can be
improved in certain cases by usingmore advanced estimators.

For example, onemay use a number of LEDs programmed at different threshold voltages to takemultiple
timestamps from an analog detector pulse and estimateQ by linear interpolation ormore advancedmethods
(Kim et al 2009,Deng andXie 2015). Similarly, dSiPMs that have the capability of timestampingmore than one
photon per event allow improvement of theCRTusing advanced estimators, not necessarily at great
computational expense (Venialgo et al 2015, Lemaire et al 2020a, 2020b).

In setups inwhich thewaveformof an analog detector is sampled, it has been shown thatML estimation can
be performed efficiently on a subset of the full waveform and allows better time estimation than a digitally
implemented LED especially if the sample rate is kept low to reduce costs (Barrett et al 2009, Ruiz-Gonzalez et al
2018). It has also been demonstrated that the TOF can be estimated directly from a pair of digitized detector
waveforms bymeans of a convolutional neural network, using simple point-sourcemeasurements for obtaining
the training data (Berg andCherry 2018b).

5.2.Optimization of optical transfer
The importance of the optical transfer parameters hot and ( )p ttot

was discussed in chapter 2.Whereas the energy
resolution is primarily affected by h ,ot both hot and ( )p ttot

influence theCRT. That is, asmany of the scintillation
photons as possiblemust be transferred to the photosensor as quickly as possible.

Turtos et al (2016) stated that, even inwell-designed scintillation light yield experiments, some 20% to 30%
of the light remains trappedwithin the crystal. This suggests that one can enhance theCRTby improving the
crystal-sensor coupling, also in existing PET detector designs. There are some obvious ways to achieve this,
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although they require careful implementation to be successful. For example, some scintillators are birefringent
(vanDam et al 2012a), if only slightly so (Erdei et al 2012). Thus, the orientation of the crystal axes with respect to
the photosensor can affect the light transfer in some cases. Potentially stronger effectsmay be expected from the
geometric shape of the crystal, the treatment of the crystal surfaces, the choice of reflectormaterial, and theway
the reflector is applied. There aremany publications on how these factors affect energy resolution, but these only
address hot and, therefore, cannot be extrapolated straightforwardly to timing performance. Understanding how
the crystal geometry, surface treatment, and reflectors affect the CRT requires time-resolved simulations (Yang
et al 2013, TerWeele et al 2015c, Roncali et al 2017) and experiments (Gundacker et al 2014, Berg et al 2015, Ter
Weele et al 2015b,Nemallapudi et al 2016b).

Conventional approaches tominimize the probability of total internal reflection at the crystal-sensor
interface include antireflective layers on the photosensor surface and the application of optical adhesives
between the crystal and sensor. An approach currently under investigation is already used to enhance the light
extraction from light-emitting diodes, viz the use of a thin slab of photonic crystal as a tunable, index-matching
interface between the light emitter and the outputmedium. Salomoni et al (2018)have recently reviewed this
researchfield. Promising results have been demonstrated andmuch of the current research is aimed atfinding a
reliable, scalable, and cost-effective productionmethod for applying photonic crystal slabs on scintillators.

5.3. Novel detector designs
Themethods discussed in sections 5.1 and 5.2 can be used to upgrade existing detector designs. Amore
fundamental step forward is to adapt the entire detector for optimumTOF-PETperformance. This is an area
where the possibilities of SiPMs are not yet fully exploited.

Asmentioned in chapter 2, optical transfer kinetics become increasingly important at CRT values<100 ps
FWHM. In essence, three causes of time resolution loss are associatedwith optical transfer: (1) the dependence
of themean optical path length between the point of interaction


x and the photosensor on


x , which in

conventional, high-aspect-ratio crystals introduces aDOI-dependent signal delay; (2) the spread in the optical
path lengths of thefirst detected photons for given


x ,which depends on the detector geometry and the

properties of the optical interfaces; and (3) the dependence of this spread on x .Equation (18) offers ameasure of
the best achievable CRT in the presence of these three effects (Toussaint et al 2019). A simpleway to reduce all of
them in a conventional TOF-PET detector would be to reduce the crystal length, but this is at oddswith the FOM
defined in equation (2). Consequently,much of the current research focuses on the development of newdetector
geometries thatminimize the optical transfer time dispersion and/or enableDOI-correction of themeasured
timestamps. The latter concept could be referred to as a formof time resolution recovery (TRR). Interestingly, the
DOI can also be used to reduce parallax blurring in the reconstructed images (i.e. spatial resolution recovery).

Several TOF/DOI detector geometries are currently under studywithin this context. An obvious approach
for high-aspect-ratio crystals (e.g. 3 mm×3 mm×20 mm) is dual-sided readout (DSR), inwhich
photosensors are coupled to both of the 3 mm×3 mmcrystal faces. This reduces theOTTS and enables DOI
correction at the same time. Simple time-of-interaction estimators, such as taking the average of the timestamps
obtained on the front and back sides, appear towork quite well (Casella et al 2014, Seifert and Schaart 2015). The
optical transfer characteristics influence theDOI andTOFperformances in different ways, so a trade-off is
typicallymade byfine-tuning the crystal surface properties or using a technique like sub-surface laser engraving
(Blackberg et al 2018,Mohammadi et al 2019).

It is also possible to couple a one-dimensional array of SiPMs to one of the long (3 mm×20 mm) sides of
the crystal. Compared toDSR, the total photosensor area per crystal is even larger, resulting in excellentOTE
andminimal transfer time spread. Indeed, outstandingCRT values have been demonstratedwith this detector
geometry (Moses et al 2010, Cates and Levin 2018).

Edge readout is a variation of the previous two themes, which literally approaches the positioning problem
froma different angle. Here, rectangular scintillator slabs are stacked into a pile and sensor arrays are placed
along the lateral edges of the slabs (Li et al 2018b, Peng et al 2019). The light distributionsmeasured by the SiPM
arrays are used to decode the interaction position, while theDOI is given by the slab number inwhich the event
takes place.

Dual-sided, side, and edge readout all involve unconventional photosensor placement, where SiPMs have
the important advantages of being compact and almost transparent to 511 keV gamma rays. There also exists a
variety of TOF/DOI detector concepts based onmore conventional backside readout (BSR). These can be
broadly classified intomethods based on pulse-shapemodulation and light sharing.

In thewell-knownphoswich detector, each detector channel comprises two ormore crystals with dissimilar
pulse shapes (but, ideally, equal light yield), stacked on top of each other. The crystal layer inwhich the event
took place is decoded by pulse shape analysis. Classification can be based on differences in decay time
(Yamamoto et al 2016, Chang et al 2017, Ko and Lee 2017) or rise time (Schmall et al 2015). A variation on this
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concept uses a luminescent coating on the front part of a long crystal, which absorbs and re-emits aDOI-
dependent fraction of the scintillation light, resulting in amodulation of the pulse shape (Kwon et al 2016a).

DOI encoding through light sharing can be achieved in variousways. Awell-known approach is to stack two
ormore two-dimensional crystal arrays on top of each other, in such away that the light emitted by crystals in
different layers is distributed in different ways over the pixels of the photosensor array. Excessive light sharing
deteriorates ( )p t ,tot

so the light of each crystal should be shared among a few photosensor pixels only. Still, the
light distribution should be unique for each crystal. Examples inwhich this has been achieved include an array of
prism-shaped crystals stacked on a layer of rectangular crystals (Bieniosek et al 2016b) andmultiple layers of
rectangular crystal arrays that each have a different arrangement of reflector foils between the crystals (Yoshida
et al 2015). DOI-dependent light sharing can also be achieved in a single-layer crystal array, e.g. using patterned
reflectors between the crystals (Ito et al 2013, Lehnert et al 2016, Brown et al 2020), or bymeans of a light guide
placed on the crystal array surface opposite to the photosensor (Niknejad et al 2017, Pizzichemi et al 2019).

It is emphasized that one cannot compare theCRTs reported in the above studies directly, as theywere all
obtained using different scintillationmaterials, sensors, electronics, and estimators. To judge how effective the
different concepts are for theminimization of optical transfer time dispersion and/orDOI-correction of the
timestamps, one should (1) compare theCRT to that obtainedwith a tiny crystal of the samematerial under
otherwise equal experimental circumstances and (2)make sure that the CRT in bothmeasurements is
dominated by photon counting statistics, in other words that the contributions due to the readout electronics
and the time estimationmethod are negligible.

While goodCRTs have been reported for the designsmentioned in this section, they all have disadvantages.
Pulse shapemodulation and light sharing by definition are suboptimal from the viewpoint of photon emission
and transfer kinetics. Pulse shapemethods rely on a variation of the emission function ( )p tte

and/or the optical
transfer time distribution ( )p ttot

withDOI, hence these functions cannot both be optimal at all depths. Light
sharing tends to increase both themean and the variance of the optical path lengths compared to one-to-one
coupling. Strategies such asDSR and side readout do not have these issues; in fact, they do not affect ( )p t ,te

tend
to improve both hot and ( )p t ,tot

and enableDOI-correction of the timestamps. Unfortunately, such
unconventional sensor placement strategies are still often greetedwith skepticismwhen it comes to the costs and
practicality of implementing them in clinical systems.

5.4.Monolithic scintillator detectors
Themonolithic scintillator detector is a TOF/DOI concept that, in its basic form, consists of a relatively large
(typically several cm3), continuous slab of scintillationmaterial read out by a pixelated photosensor coupled to
the back surface. The three-dimensional position of interaction


x in the crystal is derived from themeasured

light pattern, e.g. using amachine-learning algorithm. Thus, the essence of the concept lies in a combination of
relatively simple hardware and advanced signal processing.

In fact, the simplicity of the hardware is at the root of the excellent TOF-PETperformance that can be
achievedwith this type of detector. First,multiple timestamps are available per event, even if each photosensor
pixel generates a single timestamp only. The lower bound on theCRT tends to decrease with an increasing
number of time stamps, as illustrated by the blue circles infigure 4 (left). Second, the percentage of the total
crystal surface covered by the photosensor is considerably larger than in a pixelated crystal array. This reduces
the average number of reflections per photon and, therefore, the randomness in the optical transfer kinetics.
Third, the timestamps recorded by the different photosensor pixels are strongly correlatedwith


x . So strongly,

in fact, that they can be used as explanatory variables to estimate

x with decent accuracy (Tabacchini et al 2015).

This correlation, combinedwith the fact that an estimate
̂
x of


x is derived a priori from the light intensitymap,

makes it possible to compensate for the influences of both the optical transfer time distribution ( ∣ )p t xtot
and the

SPTS ( )p ttpd
of the photosensor. VanDam et al (2013) demonstrated this using aML algorithm that estimates

the time of interactionQ from themeasured set of timestamps, given
̂
x , on the basis of an empiricalmodel of the

order statistics that can be obtained from a simplemeasurement. In other words, they utilized the combined

availability of
̂
x and a set of timestamps to reduce the three causes of optical transfer time dispersion listed at the

beginning of section 5.3, as well as the influence of the SPTR (all of which are taken into account in the derivation
of equation (18)). Thus, themaximum-likelihood interaction-time estimation (MLITE) approach fromVan
Dam et al (2013) can be seen as an advanced formof TRR.

It is noted that themonolithic scintillator is not at all a new idea. Some of the earliest clinical PET systems
were based onmonolithicNaI(Tl) slabs read out by arrays of PMTs, even though these systems had noDOI
capability yet (Karp et al 1990). Themonolithic scintillator detector as we know it todaywas initially developed
with preclinical and organ-specific systems inmind (Joung et al 2002, Bruyndonckx et al 2004, LeBlanc and
Thompson 2004, Vaska et al 2004,Wilson et al 2004, Lerche et al 2005,Maas et al 2006, Llosà et al 2009, Schaart
et al 2009, Kaul et al 2013, España et al 2014, Gonzalez et al 2016,Moliner et al 2017, Krishnamoorthy et al 2018,
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Gonzalez et al 2019). The use of suchmonolithic scintillators in clinical PET systemswas in fact foreseen in an
early stage already (Delorme et al 1996). However, the realization thatmonolithic scintillators are attractive for
TOF-PET arosemuchmore recently, as a result of the increasing insight into scintillation photon order statistics
(section 2.3).

UsingMLITE, VanDam et al (2013) reachedCRTs of∼160 ps FWHMand∼185 ps FWHM, respectively,
with 10 mmand 20mm thickmonolithic LSO:Ce,Ca crystals coupled to dSiPM arrays in BSR geometry. This
can be compared to the value of 120 ps FWHMachievedwith 3 mm×3 mm×5 mmcrystals of the same
material on the same sensor. Around the same time, Seifert et al (2013) reached aCRTof∼198 ps FWHMwith a
10 mm thick LaBr3:Cemonolithic crystal coupled to an analog SiPMarray. All of thesemeasurements were done
in BSR configuration.

A few years later, Borghi et al (2016a, 2016b) reachedCRTs of∼214 ps FWHMand 147 ps FWHMwith
32 mm×32 mm×22 mmLYSO:Ce crystals in BSR andDSR configuration, respectively. These valuesmay be
compared to the value of∼135 ps FWHMobtained byYeom et al (2014)with 3 mm×3 mm×5 mmLYSO:
Ce crystals coupled to the same type of dSiPMarray.Moreover, Borghi et al (2016a, 2016b) reported detector
spatial resolutions of∼1.7 mmFWHMand∼1.1 mmFWHM, in combinationwithDOI resolutions of 3.7 mm
FWHMand 2.4 mmFWHM, for the BSR andDSRdetectors, respectively. The energy resolutionwas∼10%
FWHM in all cases. Borghi et al (2015, 2016b) furthermore demonstrated a number ofmethods tomake the
calibration and operation of themonolithic scintillator detector in a full clinical PET systemmore practical.

Tabacchini et al (2017) simulated the expected imaging performance of the BSR andDSRdetectors in
comparison to pixelated crystal arrays withDOI capability. They concluded that a crystal pitch of 3.2 mmor
1.3 mm, in both cases with threeDOI layers, would be needed tomatch the performance of the BSR orDSR
detector, respectively, in terms of contrast recovery and small-lesion detectability.

Borghi et al (2018) subsequently demonstrated the imaging performance of the BSR detector experimentally
in a 70 cmdiameter tomographic setup. Theymeasured aCRTof∼212 ps FWHM in combinationwith an
almost uniform spatial resolution of∼3 mmFWHM, up to 25 cm radial distance if DOI correctionwas applied
(figure 23).

An increasing number of groups is performing research onmonolithic scintillator TOF/DOI detectors,
focusing, for example, on the further improvement of position estimation efficiency (Muller et al 2018), the use
of analog SiPMs in such detectors (Lamprou et al 2020), and their application in clinical PET systems
(Mikhaylova et al 2017, Vandenberghe 2018).

Figure 23 (right) illustrates a point of importance for the development of future clinical TOF-PET systems.
PET reconstructed image resolution has long been limited by a lack of counts and the improvement of system
resolution is clinicallymeaningful only if the SNR is improved as well (Phelps et al 1982). Due to the
combination of TOF and longer axial FOVs, this ismade possible today. Indeed, the high effective sensitivity of
their systems has enabled somemanufacturers to reduce the crystal pitch and improve the reconstructed
resolution (Badawi et al 2019, van Sluis et al 2019). Consequently, parallax effects are expected to becomemore
important (Kaul et al 2013, Thoen et al 2013) and it can be foreseen that future clinical TOF-PET systemswill
need detectors withDOI capability for both parallax correction andTRR.

Figure 23. Left: photograph of amodule with two out of fourmonolithic scintillator detectorsmounted. Center: schematic overview
of tomographic geometry. Right: TOFML-EMreconstructed images of aDerenzo-like phantomwith its center positioned at 20 cm
radial distance, with andwithoutDOI correction. The diameter of the hot rods is 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 5.0, and 7.0 mm.Adapted from
Borghi et al (2018). © 2018 Institute of Physics and Engineering inMedicine. CCBY 3.0.
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Monolithic scintillator TOF/DOI detectors appear well suited for realizing these objectives in the near
future. Remembering the FOMdefined in equation (2), we see that the total photosensor area remains the same
as in a systembased on pixelated crystal arrays, while the crystalfill factor and, therefore, the term h ,det

2 reaches a
maximum for a given crystal thickness. Combinedwith excellent timing, high spatial resolution, DOI capability,
and good energy resolution, it appears reasonable to expect thatmonolithic scintillator detectors can enable the
nextmilestone in clinical PETperformance.

5.5. Prompt photons
Various researchers have investigated the use of radioluminescent processes other than scintillation for PET. For
example, TOF-PETdetectors based on theCherenkov effect have been proposed (Ooba et al 2004,Miyata et al
2006,Dolenec et al 2010, Lecoq et al 2010, Brunner et al 2013, Somlai-Schweiger andZiegler 2015,Ota et al
2019). Cherenkov photons are created almost instantaneously by the hot electron created upon the absorption
of a 511 keVphoton in a dielectricmaterial, if the electronmoves faster than the phase velocity of light in that
material (Klein et al 2019). Other examples of processes that can lead to (near-)instantaneous (‘prompt’)
emissions are core-valence luminescence (Shibuya et al 2010) and hot intraband luminescence (Omelkov et al
2018).

Important challenges in the application of such prompt emissions originate from the very lownumber of
photons produced by a 511 keV photon (e.g. in the order of∼101 in efficient Cherenkov radiators). Thismakes
theCRThighly sensitive to the efficiency and kinetics of photon generation, transfer, and detection. Selecting
only the events with the highest photon count typically yields the best CRT, but this goes at the expense of the
term hdet

2 in equation (2).Moreover, the low photon count complicates event positioning and energy
determination.

To overcome these issues, Brunner and Schaart (2017) andKwon et al (2016b) independently demonstrated
the use of Cherenkov photons for timing in BGO,while relying on the scintillation light for energy and position
determination. Figure 24 shows the luminescence response of BGOupon excitation by an annihilation photon,
revealing a significant Cherenkov component with a FWHMof about 160 ps, preceding the slower (butmuch
brighter) scintillation component.

BGOwas used inmany commercial PET systems until the 2000s, butmanufacturers havemostly switched to
L(Y)SO:Ce since then (chapter 3). BGOnevertheless ranks among the highest in terms of the parameters
r≈7.1 g cm−3 and Zeff ≈75 (cf. table 1), it is less expensive than lutetium-based scintillators, and has a high
Cherenkov yield. Thus, the hybrid Cherenkov/scintillation approachmay offer prospects for reviving BGOas a
cost-efficient TOF-PET detectormaterial, e.g. for use in emerging PETmarkets and/or total-body TOF-PET
systems (Badawi et al 2019, Karp et al 2020). Again, themain challenge arises from the lowCherenkov photon
count, whichmakes that the two timestamps of a given coincidencemay arise fromCherenkov photons only,
scintillation photons only, or amixture thereof. This can result in non-Gaussian timing spectra, which needs to
be taken into account during image reconstruction (Efthimiou et al 2020). Fortunately,more andmore groups
are picking up on the idea and better and better results are being achieved, amongst others through the use of the

Figure 24. Luminescent response of BGOduring thefirst 2 ns following excitation by 511 keV annihilation photons,measured using
a dSiPM-based time-correlated single-photon counting setup. The inlay shows the response within thefirst 20 ns on a logarithmic
time scale. Data taken fromBrunner and Schaart (2017).
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latest generation of SiPMs and readout electronics (Cates and Levin 2019, Gundacker et al 2019, Kwon et al
2019). Several variations on the hybrid readout theme have been proposed, such asCherenkov/scintillation
detection in liquidXe (Ferrario 2018) or the combination of Cherenkov timingwith energy and positon
determination from charge collection inmetalorganic liquids (Yvon et al 2014) andwide-bandgap
semiconductors (Arino-Estrada et al 2019).

Whereas the timing theory of fast and bright scintillators is well understood (sections 2.3, 4.3.4), this is not
the case for prompt photons yet. Gundacker et al (2016, 2018) and Lecoq (2017), Lecoq et al (2020) used the
formalismby Seifert et al (2012b) to investigate theCRT improvement that could be achieved by adding a
hypothetical, fixed number of prompt photons to the emission of existing scintillators.While this study provides
qualitative insight into the influence of prompt photons on theCRT, the number of photons produced by the
Cherenkov effect and other prompt phenomena is not at allfixed and, therefore, the quantitative results have to
be consideredwith caution. Evenmore so, because the Seifert timingmodel itselfmay tend towards overly
optimistic lower bounds for ultrafast andweak emissions (section 2.3). Given these uncertainties,Monte Carlo
simulationsmay represent themost reliablemethod for time resolution calculations involving prompt
emissions at the time ofwriting, provided that they are performed carefully andwith attention for detail
(Tetrault et al 2017, Kwon et al 2019). It is hoped that a useful lower bound of theCRT achievable with prompt
emissionswill be developed and validated in the near future.

5.6. Towards 10 ps PET?
The idea that direct three-dimensionalmeasurement of the point of annihilation should be possible if gamma
cameras had sufficient time resolution probably is about as old as the concept of coincidence detection itself.
Combining the just-developedCRLBmodel of scintillator time resolution (Seifert et al 2012b)with knowledge
of the fundamental performance limits of lanthanide-doped scintillators (Dorenbos 2010), Schaart et al
(2011, 2012) predicted that the foreseeable development of SiPMsmight at some point enable clinical PET
systemswith sub-100 ps FWHMtime resolution.However, they also argued that (1) aCRT<20 ps FWHM
would be required to enable direct event localization in clinical PET, (2) such a paradigm shift would be hard to
reachwith lanthanide-doped scintillators, and (3) a new detector concept would therefore be needed to achieve
this ‘holy grail’ of PET imaging.

These statements still appear valid at the time ofwriting (Schaart et al 2020b). In accordance with the
calculations presented back then, Gundacker et al (2019) recently achievedCRTs of 58±3 ps FWHMand
98±3 ps FWHMwith 2 mm×2 mm×3 mmand 2mm×2 mm×20 mmLSO:Ce,Ca crystals,
respectively. The crystals were coupled to high-end SiPMs, in a benchtop experiment inwhich all optical and
electronic factors of importance were carefully optimized.While this achievement demonstrates excellent
experimental skill, the SiPMs used had a PDEof∼60%already, so it appears unlikely that a CRT improvement
by a factor of∼5 in realistically sized crystals will emerge from the further improvement of SiPM technology
alone.

Interestingly, Ota et al (2019) recently achieved aCRTof 30±2 ps FWHMusing a pair of so-called
Cherenkov-radiator-integratedMCP-PMTs. In essence, these areMCPs inwhich the entrancewindowhas been
replaced by 3.2 mm thick lead-glass Cherenkov radiator. As the photocathode is applied directly to the lead
glass, hot and ( )p ttot

are greatly improved. Ota et al (2019) furthermore covered the lead glass top surfaces with
black tape to avoid reflections and selected only the events with the highest photon count. They acknowledge
that the resulting detection efficiency does not yet satisfy the requirements of a clinical PETdetector (Ota et al
2020). Nevertheless, their outstanding experimental result shows that the physics of positron annihilation do not
prohibit a CRTof 30 ps FWHM.This is an important finding that warrants continued research into ultrafast
timing detectors.

In fact, a variety of novelmethods for timestamping annihilation photonswith ultrahigh precision is
currently under investigation. In particular, researchers in the high-energy physics community are advocating
the ‘10 ps challenge’ and thewide variety of radiation detection expertize available within this field is hoped to
help enable a breakthrough at some point in future. Some of the novel approaches being proposed are based on
ultrafast luminescent phenomena, such asCherenkov radiation, cross-luminescence, hot-intraband
luminescence, and tunable emissions fromquantum-confined systems in nano- ormetamaterials (Lecoq et al
2020). In addition to such self-generating transducer concepts, passive sensor approaches are being explored, for
example based on themodulation of optical properties due to the interaction of ionizing radiation in transparent
media (Lecoq et al 2014, Tao et al 2016).

Modulating sensors are beyond the scope of the theoretical framework that forms the basis of this review.
Furthermore, it was explained that the results obtained by applying existing timing theory to theweak and
(near-) instantaneous types of luminescence discussed in e.g. (Lecoq et al 2020) should be consideredwith
caution (see the pertinent comments in sections 2.3 and 5.5). Themore detailed discussion of novel timing
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approaches will therefore be left for future publication. At this point, it is hoped thatmore researchers will join
this exciting new area of research and that theywill not only hypothesize newmethods for ultraprecise timing,
but also contribute to the development of the theory needed to quantify and optimize their potential for TOF-
PET.Moreover, it is hoped that theywill work on new solutionswith the clinical end inmind, taking into
account, for example, the arguments that lead to equation (2).

6. Summary and conclusion

Since the introduction of thefirst commercial whole-body TOF-PET/CT scanner based on lutetium
oxyorthosilicate crystals in 2006, a variety of TOF systems have been released. The benefits of TOF arewell
established; in fact, systemswith TOF capability are considered the clinical standard inmany countries today.
State-of-the-art CRT values have improved from500 to 700 ps FWHMin the second half of the 2000s to∼200 ps
FWHMat the time ofwriting. For a large part, this improvement has beenmade possible by the replacement of
PMTs by SiPMs, which not only offer better PDE and SPTR, but also facilitate the optimization of the efficiency
and the kinetics of scintillation light transfer.

This work discusses the factors that determine the time resolution of state-of-the-art PETdetectors
(figure 3). It discusses how the improvement of timing performance requires careful optimization of all
pertinent aspects of the detection chain; one ‘simply has to do everything right’ to achieve the best possible CRT.
A sound and quantitative understanding of the physics involved facilitates such efforts greatly. Therefore, this
paper starts with a review of scintillation detector timing physics (chapter 2). It is shown how the quantized
nature of the time information contained in the scintillation signalmakes that order statistics dominate the time
resolution of state-of-the-art detectors. As a result, CRLB analysis of the CRT appears a useful tool for the
rational optimization of TOF-PETdetector designs. It also offers an objective benchmark for analyzing the
performance of hardware components as well as signal processing algorithms. Various groups have validated
(and extended) this theory for the fast and bright scintillators used in current TOF-PET scanners. That said, its
applicability to novel systems, e.g. based on prompt butweak emissions, needs to be examined inmore depth.

Once the theoretical foundation has been set forth, chapters 3 and 4 discuss themain components of a TOF-
PETdetector: the scintillator and the photosensor. The parameters that influence timing performance are
explained and the history and state-of-the-art in both areas are reviewed. It is shown how the optimization of
scintillationmaterials, advances in photosensor technology, and the development of dedicated readout
electronics all contribute to the ongoing improvement of CRT values.Maintaining the right balance between the
relevant parameters is crucial. For example, a faster emissionmay not outweigh a reduction in light yield, while a
better SPTRmay not compensate for a loss of PDE.

Next, the importance of detector design is discussed (chapter 5). It is shown that the optimization of photon
transfer kinetics becomesmore andmore important, the better theCRTbecomes. Therefore, the development
of detector designs that allow theminimization of optical transfer time dispersion and/or the recovery of the
resulting time resolution loss should be a priority in the coming years. In general, a design that allows the
independentmeasurement of theDOI facilitates TRR. An additional incentive for combining TOF andDOI
capability is that PET systemdevelopers are starting to exploit the high effective sensitivity of TOF-PET systems
to further improve the system spatial resolution, resulting in greater sensitivity to parallax errors (figure 23). The
monolithic scintillator detector is one example of a design that enables the simultaneous optimization of time,
energy, and spatial resolution, including parallax correction andTRR, while offeringmaximumdetection
efficiency aswell as a practical format for implementation in clinical systems.

Given the current understanding of timing physics and the foreseeable developments in PETdetector
technology, a system-level CRTof about∼100 ps FWHM, in combinationwith high detection efficiency, spatial
resolution, and energy resolution, appears to be an ambitious but realistic target for the next generation of
clinical PET systems. It will be interesting to seewhatwill come next. In principle, neither the physics of positron
annihilation nor the statistics of scintillation detector timing appear to rule out the possibility of improving the
CRTbelow 100 ps, even though this will require the implementation of advancedmethodologies such as TRR.
Yet, it remains to be seenwhether it will be possible to realize a system-level CRT in the order of∼10 ps (Schaart
et al 2020b). On the basis of the current knowledge, it appears unlikely that this can be achievedwith detectors
that utilize conventional scintillators (Schaart et al 2011, 2012). As a result, the search for newmethods to
timestamp annihilation photonswith ultra-high precision is a rapidly growing area of research (Lecoq et al
2020).

Notwithstanding the exciting prospects, the aim to further improve time resolutionmust be put into
perspective. For example, the experience obtained in the 1980swith TOF-PET systems based onBaF2 andCsF
already teaches us important lessons about the trade-off between time resolution and other detector
performance parameters (section 3.2). Throughout this review, the intent has been to not focus on time
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resolution per se, but to keep inmind that the goal is to improve the (quantitative) imaging performance of PET
and to increase its value as a tool for research and (personalized)medicine.

The concept of total-body PET, for example, offers an alternative route towards greatly improved sensitivity
and (therefore) reconstructed spatial resolution (Badawi et al 2019). It furthermore offers unprecedented clinical
possibilities, such as sub-second total-body dynamic imaging (Zhang et al 2020). Even though total-body
systems are still very expensive, there is little doubt that theywill be successful as research tools. It will be exciting
to see the outcomes of the studies performedwith such systems and it cannot be excluded that thesewill
significantly affect our insights into the clinical possibilities and potential of PET. This, in turn,may affect the
current wisdom regarding trade-offs in PET scanner design. For example, total-body PET could push the
emphasis in PET instrumentation R&D towards cost-effectiveness rather than just timing performance. In this
context, it is interesting to compare the previously cited, two-meter long Explorer system atUCDavis with
systems that have a reduced axial length but still reach ultrahigh sensitivity through excellent TOFperformance,
such as the PennPETExplorer (Karp et al 2020, Pantel et al 2020).More in general, highly sensitive but affordable
systems could facilitatemorewidespread use of PET, e.g. by enabling new clinical applications.

In conclusion, at least three PETdetector research priorities appear warranted for the coming years: (1)
TOF/DOI detector concepts andTRRmethods that enable the development of (sub-) 100 ps, high-resolution
clinical PET systems forwhole-body and/or organ-specific imaging, (2) cost-effective TOF-PETdetectors to
advance total-body PET and facilitatemorewidespread use of PET in general, and (3)novel approaches for
timestamping annihilation photonswith the aim tomake 10-ps PETpossible in future. It is hoped that this
paperwill be of help to researchers working on these aswell as other TOF-PET instrumentation developments.
There remainmany exciting opportunities for physicists and technology developers tomakemeaningful
contributions to the further development of PET and thereby increase the value ofmolecular imaging in clinical
research and practice.
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